COAST TO COAST
Victorian Revival
ARTS & CRAFTS GARDENS
An Old House in Santa Fe
The flow of modern life and the lines of the city are reflected in polished new editions of Mission Oak and Cherry for the twenty-first century. Every piece an architectural gem for your home. To learn more, call (315) 682 5500 or send $10 for a full-color catalog.

CITY EDITION

21ST CENTURY MISSION

Stickley Drive, PO Box 480
Mansfield, NY 13104-0480
(315) 682 5500
CANDY TILES

Now available in the U.S. and Canada.

For the dealer nearest you and free literature, call 1(800)520-0922.

TILE SHOWCASE
The tile resource for architects, designers...and you.
Perhaps nothing adds style or beauty to a home like hand crafted, quality hardware. Unfortunately, until recently, there was perhaps nothing harder to find. Now the all new 1996 Crown City Collection catalog brings over 400 pages of top quality restoration and decorative hardware to your doorstep. Combined with our 80 plus years of experience, the new catalog is an unmatched resource for all your hardware needs, no matter what style of home you own. To obtain your copy, send $6.50* to:

Crown City Hardware Co.
1047 N. Allen Ave., Dept. SW171
Pasadena, CA 91104-3298

*Refundable with first purchase. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. For rush delivery, 1-2 weeks, include an additional $3.00.
Classic Arroyo Style

Timeless Beauty • Uncompromising Quality

For Information on our catalog or a showroom near you, please call 888-227-7696

4509 Littlejohn Street, Baldwin Park, California 91706 • 626-960-9411 • Fax 626-960-9521

All products are manufactured in the USA.
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A couple’s love for the Aesthetic Movement launched them into a 17-year restoration of a worthy New York row house.
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This colonial re-creation in Maine is so authentic, you’d swear it’s the real thing.
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Founders of the West Coast Victorian Revival take Artistic License.
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Renovating a bathroom to the Wright period.
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History counts in a rental; reclining—tastefully.
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Greenwich Village and other New York City treasures.
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John Ringling's fantastical villa celebrates playfulness and riches.

ON THE COVER: Mexican, Spanish Colonial, and Italian furnishings fill an adobe house in Santa Fe. Cover photograph by Steve Gross & Susan Daley.
Winter House

ANY HOUSE LOOKS GOOD AND FEELS good in summer. That which is dirty and worn in winter is merely rustic in summer. I know this from experience. First Salamovka, the old house on the Delaware River: hot scented days on the rotting porch, humid nights on a camp mattress on the linoleum floor. No matter. Our youthful well-being went unchallenged by poorly fitted windows that blended indoors and out, by rooms decorated only by wildflowers. Then, the first summer in Gloucester, very pregnant, living in a too-small rental (without a dishwasher) made tolerable by a deck overhanging the saltwater river and sunshine through skylights cut with modern disregard.

Or this house, Tanglemoor, thrown open to the sea and tracked with sand, smelling like dog and we the happier for it. In summer there are no icy drafts here; there are no fights about projects undone when low tide beckons at dusk. Ignoring decay, we work together happily in the garden. In summer we remember why we bought this house.

None of these houses would have been—are—tolerable in the cold darkness of winter.

In winter we find what's right with the home we have created, and what is lacking. In winter we live life cocooned inside, breathing the air we have exhaled and hearing our voices come back off four walls. If there is nowhere to read, to cry, to dream, we will find out in the months ahead. If rooms are dark or unhappy, dingy or bare, uncomfortable or ugly, it will be clear by February.

THIS IS GOOD. WINTER MAY BRING WITH IT THE VISION THAT COMES FROM THE VISIT TO THE NETHERWORLD SOME CALL DEPRESSION. PAY HEED TO THE VISION. Contemplation is good for the soul and may even bring action. After all, the fix might be simple: an upholstered couch or a floor lamp. Perhaps the too-white walls should be painted ochre. A bookcase creates warmth and anticipation and order; a rug brings color and comfort. Storm windows can make a room habitable. Live in an old house attentively and it will tell you what to do.

Then again, we may begin to suspect it's the wrong house, or the wrong place entirely. Pay heed and make your changes. You shouldn't have to wait for summer to be happy.
Make your home a place of lasting beauty.

The beauty of the sun is undeniable and so are its damaging effects. Priceless rugs can fade, and expensive upholstery can be robbed of its beauty.

VISTA® Window Film, professionally applied, helps protect your investments by filtering out 99% of the sun's damaging ultra-violet rays. VISTA has insulating know-how as well, providing a comfort zone where heat is contained in the winter and repelled in the summer.

The choice of professional interior designers, VISTA casts its neutral hues throughout your home, deflecting harsh glare and creating the perfect ambiance when decorating or remodeling your home.

The next time you decorate, make sure it's because you want to, and not because you have to. Make sure you choose VISTA Window Film. And make your home a place of lasting beauty.

Available through decorators, designers and architects.

For further information and a free brochure from the manufacturer, call: 1-800-345-6088 or visit our website at http://www.vista-films.com

VISTA® is a registered trademark of Courtaulds Performance Films, Inc., Martinsville, VA • © 1996 Courtaulds Performance Films The nature of certain delicate fabrics and dyes will lead to premature fading regardless of the application of any window film or protective treatment.
**Two on Gazebos**

I enjoyed your article "Gazebos in Season" [Fall 1997]. While I agree that gazebos are not very successful paired with houses in the city or planned suburbs, the lattice house that was in my great-grandmother's back yard was perfect for a small town. My brother and I ate many jelly-bread sandwiches with great-grandma in the lattice house. It is a dream of mine to reconstruct one someday in my own back yard!

—Marcia Brandt
Herscher, Illinois

I, too have built gazebos, being a general contractor. Neither native Chinese nor Japanese know the name: they say I built a summer-house. My architecture professor says "gazebo" is an American name for a belvedere.

—Bill Cox
Raleigh, North Carolina

**Bromeliads, Clivias, and Salal Leaves**

We're big fans and were interested in "Palmy Days" [Summer 1997]. The plants shown are not bromeliads, but Clivias—a dependable, dramatic member of the amaryllis family which hails from the Cape of Good Hope, introduced into cultivation in Victorian times. The plant is evergreen and, in spring, produces bunches of orange, bell-shaped flowers with yellow throats. A cool, dryish winter rest is recommended.

Plants in main rooms were generally set in decorative pottery jardinières. It's a good idea to protect the inside of a jardinière with a flexible plastic saucer. Never plant directly into a jardinière (or perhaps even a vintage pot). These often have surprising value. Water can harm ceramics as well as furniture.

We have always had an abundance of plants in our old houses. As the article says, "presentation is the key."

—John Veillette
Victoria, B.C.

I've been overwhelmed by the beauty and detail of your magazine. Further, I like the simple and direct photo layouts. But—I have been a floral designer for almost twenty-seven years, and some of your florals are not at all appropriate for the homes, periods, or rooms which you otherwise so accurately display. Please, no more carnations and baby's breath with salal leaves in a Greek Revival home. [See page 94, Fall 1997] Instead, you could use antique roses (the David Austin Collection is a wonderful source) along with Lady's Mantle and camellia foliage.

—Gary K. Wright
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

**Faux Plaster Effects**

I was less than enthusiastic about Kevin McCloud's article [Plaster Effects, Fall 1997]. Maybe it's the countless hours I've spent removing a 1950s stucco job in our 1879 Victorian (nine rooms' worth). I don't profess to be a restoration purist, but adding stucco to an original plaster wall seems as historically accurate as nailing up brown "wood" paneling.

—Jennifer Williams
Cardington, Ohio

Kevin McCloud, who discusses this issue at length in his books, would agree! —ed.

**Whittall Carpets Revisited**

Regarding Whittall Carpets [Spring 1997]: My husband's father, John F. Tidman, was brought over from Kidderminster, Worcestershire, England, by M. J. Whittall to be Superintendent of Whittall Mills in Worcester, Massachusetts.

A Whittall carpet in our living room has been in the family since 1924. Indeed it has a "lustrous sheen," and is as beautiful today as when loomed under my father-in-law's supervision.

—Jacqueline Tidman
Westborough, Mass.

**COMING UP**

Spring 1998

Among the verdant fields that were the battlefields of Dixie, a two hundred-year-old farmhouse is rich with history, atmosphere, and the collected books and furnishings of seven generations. A Greek Revival home expresses the vernacular tradition in northern New Jersey. Also: original Bungalow kitchens; antique flower arrangements; Federal style.
The Revival of Handmade Arts & Crafts Rugs.

America's premier collection of affordable rugs in the Arts & Crafts tradition.

*  
Call or write for a free catalogue and nearest source  
1 800 365-2002  

*  
Nature's Loom  
32 E 31 St.  
New York, NY 10016
The Master Touch
Artistic --- Authentic --- Affordable

For more than a century, designers and architects have enriched their projects with accent elements created by THE DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION.

Today we offer replicas of some fifteen thousand original designs, produced in varied materials readily installed by tradespeople or do-it-yourselfers. Whether you are involved with period restoration, remodeling or a new-building project we can help you add the distinctive Master Touch.

For further information call (773) 847-6300 or Fax: (773) 847-6357.

Or send $30.00 for our five book set of copiously illustrated catalogs, useful resources which will help you create new dimensions of beauty.

THE DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION
Providing Architects and Decorators Fine Detailed Replicas of Exquisite Hand Carvings for Over a Century
3610 SOUTH MORGAN — CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609 — PHONE (773) 847-6300 — FAX (773) 847-6357
Country Craft

Deborah Smith and her children took a lesson from a basket-maker years ago—and the Smithcraft line of baskets was born. The Shaker-style utility basket measures 53" x 23" x 8"; the round Harvest basket is approximately 27 1/2" in diameter and 12" high. Both are made of hand-stained reed with a linseed-oil finish. The utility basket has hand-carved oak handles. Prices range from $85 to $3,500. Call (914) 758-0327.

Bull's-eye

These glass rondels—so appropriate to the transom of a Colonial doorway—depend on centrifugal force for their bull's-eyes. The way light loves them is flattering to a new house, too. Several sizes are available from Alex Pifer's Seraph; a 6" x 8" panel costs $45. Call (800) XSERAPH.

Materials Mix

The charm of this buffet or sideboard derives from the contrast of a pine slab inset with mother-of-pearl accents, and set on a forged steel base. The door pulls, too, are steel. From Cocopa; $2,570. Call (303) 670-0684.

For more information see page 106
A High Aesthetic

Show and Tell

The Wardian Case is the ultimate Victorian object. Made to display sculpture, flowers, dried grasses, or taxidermy, it proudly took center stage on mantels and parlor tables in Aesthetic Movement homes. A variety is available at J Hill Antiques in San Francisco. Call (415) 522-1190

Adelphi Frieze

Walter Crane, the famed English designer, is usually associated with book illustrations. This playful yet stately wallpaper frieze, produced in four period colorings, shows another aspect of his creative genius. From Bradbury and Bradbury Art Wallpapers, the Adelphi Frieze costs $33 per yard; two borders per yard. Call (707) 746-1900

Crewel World

Age-old favorite decorating fabrics are wool crewelwork on cotton, hand-embroidered linen union, and needlepoint. Chelsea Textiles offers them by the yard, or as bedcovers, throws, and pillows. "Antique Tree of Life" costs approximately $120 per yard. To the trade. For stores call (212) 319-5804

Fern Home

A plant stand, tall and curvaceous and topped with a marble slab, adds character to the parlor fern or the front hall statuary. This one, in mahogany, comes from Live Oaks of Savannah. At $45, one could go in the hall, one in the parlor. Call (800) 467-5539
BRASS LIGHT GALLERY
MILWAUKEE
131 South 1st Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204

Designers and Manufacturers of Architectural Lighting

Order direct from one of America's leading manufacturers of better reproduction lighting for your home and garden.

Call to request our literature or for help with your lighting needs.

1-800-243-9595
Show Their Metal
Architect and artisan Lars Stanley of Austin, Texas, makes wrought-iron lamps, fireplace tools, garden gates, stair railings, and these organic-looking door handles. The essence of Southwestern style, they'd lend Craftsman panache to northern doors. Call (512) 445-0444

Pots for Plants
Ephraim Faience Art Pottery limits production of each of their pieces to 500; in the case of this jardiniere, production stops at 100. Glazed in a green color reminiscent of Grueby's, each numbered jardiniere measures 10" high x 13" wide and costs $398. A smaller version is available for $298. Call (888) 704-POTS

Where the West Begins

Chip off the Old Block
Chip carving was a traditional decoration for the simple yet massive pine furniture that was made in colonial New Mexico. Today, Taos Furniture reproduces some of the timeless designs, such as this chip-carved chest. Made to order, the antique finish is standard. $2,995. Call (800) 443-3448
**Running to Color**

This runner is woven of a small amount of cotton combined with wool; the fabric absorbs dyes beautifully and wears well. In the colors we associate with the Southwest today, it is 2 1/2 wide, and available in 8-foot and 12-foot lengths. $99.50 and $159, respectively. From the Sundance Catalog. (800) 422-2770

---

**Oak with a Mission**

This reproduction quartersawn oak secretary from Warren Hile Studio reminds us of the design relationships among Mission, Arts and Crafts, and Craftsman furniture. The original (sold at auction in 1977 for $60,000) was designed by Harvey Ellis and produced by Gustav Stickley just after the turn of the century. Details are executed in leaded glass and hand-hammered copper hardware. $5,200. Call (626) 355-4382

---

**Hearts and Flowers**

Anglo-Hispanic beds were often decorated with rosettes, hearts, finials, and cylindrical ornaments between 1839-1870. A Truchas carpintero was inspired to create the original using Hispanic and Anglo techniques in its construction. It was painted bright brown over red, yellow, blue, and green. Blue Canyon Woodworks hand-planes this reproduction, and hand-paints it with buttermilk paint. Queen-sized. $3,125. Call (505) 471-0136
Classical Splendor •
With its gilded edges and column-like banded black center, this two-toned traditional frame would lend importance to even the most unassuming bit of artwork. It is especially well suited to historic prints. From J. Pocker & Sons, who offers frames in a range of styles. Call (800) 443-3116

Victorian Curves
A 20" x 24" oval frame, made in Italy of molded composition. This lush style could hold its own in the most over-the-top Italianate parlor. From J. Pocker & Son; $275. Call (800) 443-3116

Tabletop Taliesin
Based on the familiar motifs developed by Frank Lloyd Wright during his long career, the Taliesin frame holds a 4" x 6" photo. It is available in either silver or gold-toned metal from Fair Oak Workshops; $32. Call (800) 341-0597

Quintessential Arts and Crafts
In the Bungalow or Craftsman house, picture an American Impressionist landscape in Holton Picture and Frame’s peaked-top frame, made of stained quartersawn white oak with mortise-and-tenon joinery. Available in custom sizes or in a stock size to fit a matted 8" x 10" image; prices start at $250. Call (510) 450-0363

Frames of Reference

Wood Marquetry •
Italian wood inlay work distinguishes these frames from Exposures. In styles called (from top) Padua, Au Lait, and Staccato, they come in sizes from 3 1/2" x 5" to 8" x 10". Prices range from $36 to $49. Call (800) 222-4947

Display of Affection
The elegant simplicity says it all: a classic 4-inch square sterling silver frame to surround a favorite face on the desk or mantel. From Tiffany & Company, available by mail; $145. Call (800) 526-0649
WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO RESTORE & DECORATE AN OLD HOUSE?

The editors have just put the finishing touches on the new 1998 Restoration Directory. This year's edition, with over 1,700 company listings, is the best yet! You know restoring an old house is a challenge, but finding authentic materials to do it right can be impossible. Don't waste valuable time searching for that specific item! It's all here—for every part of your house, inside and out... from your Craftsman lighting fixtures to that one last piece of specialty hardware that you thought you'd never find.

Take advantage of our special offer to Old-House Interiors subscribers and SAVE 33% off the cover price. To be eligible for this subscriber discount, you must mention item #0078 when ordering by phone, or use the form below. We were sold out of last year's edition within a few months, so don't delay. Order your copy today at the unbeatable low price of $9.95 plus shipping. And don't forget the fast approaching holiday season: The Directory makes a unique gift, at a very affordable price.

OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS BACK ISSUES $6.50

SUMMER 1994: Colonial Restoration, The Shingle Style; Embossed Walls; William Morris & "The Colonies"; High Ceilings
SPRING 1995: Arts & Crafts Rooms; California Bungalow; Livable Kitchens; American Gothic; American Federal Furniture
SUMMER 1995: Bayou Beauty; The Colonial Revival; Dressing Multiple Windows; Carpeting Answers; Make a Floor Cloth
FALL 1995: Fitted Bathrooms; Empire Furniture; Rustic Traditions; Color Placement; Compo Ornament; Dutch Survivor
WINTER 1995: Greek Revival Interiors; Artistic Friezes; Victorian in San Francisco; Trellises; Interior Trim Colors
SPRING 1996: Irish Country House; Anglo-Japanese Decorating; Stickley Furniture; Bungalow Garden; Reproduction Furniture
SUMMER 1996: The Queen Anne House; English Style; Kitchens Interpreted; Wall Murals; Flower Boxes; Historic Denver
FALL 1996: Morris in America; Creole Cottage; Brick Walls; Home Offices with History; Bungalow Color Schemes
WINTER 1996: Farmhouse Kitchens; Arts & Crafts Revived; Ceramic Tile Art; Colonial Revival Dining; Italianate Rooms
SPRING 1997: Original Kitchens (1880-1910); Turret Rooms; 1920's Tudor Revival; Roots of Country; Country Antiques
SUMMER 1997: Small Bathrooms; Stick Style; Gothic Inspiration; True West Ranch House; Embroidery & Needlepoint
FALL 1997: What Is Craftsman?; Empire Elegance; Decorated Stairs; Plaster Effects; Kitchen Additions; Stickley's Own House

THE OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS LIBRARY
2 MAIN STREET, GLOUCESTER, MA 01930
CODE: WINTER 1997

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)
STREET ADDRESS (NO P.O. BOXES)
CITY ST ZIP
☑ CHECK (PAYABLE TO OLD-HOUSE INTERIORS)
☑ MC ☑ VISA ☑ MONEY ORDER
CARD EXPIRATION DATE / (REQUIRED)
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE
PHONE [ ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0078</td>
<td></td>
<td>RESTORATION DIRECTORY ($9.95 + 2.95 SHIP)</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-SM94</td>
<td>SUMMER 1994</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-SP95</td>
<td>SPRING 1995</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-SM95</td>
<td>SUMMER 1995</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-FL95</td>
<td>FALL 1995</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-WN95</td>
<td>WINTER 1995</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-SP96</td>
<td>SPRING 1996</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-SM96</td>
<td>SUMMER 1996</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-FL96</td>
<td>FALL 1996</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-WN96</td>
<td>WINTER 1996</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-SP97</td>
<td>SPRING 1997</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-SM97</td>
<td>SUMMER 1997</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-FL97</td>
<td>FALL 1997</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mail this form with your payment or call in your charge order to:
(978) 281-8803 MON-FRI 9AM-5PM EST
OR FAX ORDER TO 978-283-4629 (MC/VISA ONLY)

SUB-TOTAL
MASS RES. Add 5.5% SALES TAX
TOTAL
On the Table

As luxurious as the colors in this French jacquard-woven tablecloth are, even more so is the drape of the heavy, tapestry-like fabric. Available in a variety of colors and patterns from WARA Intercontinental; pictured is “Tapis Tulipes Rouge,” $298. To the trade. Call (800) 360-WARA

Stylish Thanks

When writing a bread-and-butter note, why not do it with style—the Arts & Crafts style. O’Very/Covey introduce cards and stationery that show the influence of Charles Rennie Mackintosh. “Rose Border” thank-you notes: $8. Call (800) 340-6063

Traveling Kitchen

If you can have just one piece of furniture, this might be the one. Interchangeable components provide YesterTec’s kitchen workstation furniture with the desired appliances and fixtures, while being entirely portable. A selection of styles and finishes is available. Call (610) 838-1194

Warm Reflections

Firebacks were first used in France during the 1500s. They protect the fireplace stones, bricks, and mortar from intense heat and reflect the heat back into the room. “Lady on Horseback” by the Country Iron Foundry, after a French 18th-century original; $305. Call (610) 353-5542
Your kitchen is a unique work of art.
Hand-crafted Traditional English Furniture

Haworth Country Furniture
Corporate Headquarters
(954) 973-8312

Rooms of England, Charleston
Charleston, SC
(803) 762-0025

Rooms of England, by Pamela
New Canaan, CT
(203) 972-8300

St. James Kitchens & Baths
New York, NY
(212) 777-4272

Jack Busby Design Cabinets
Orlando, FL
(407) 425-5340

H.P. Quality DCOTA
Dania, FL
(954) 929-2337

Gallery of Kitchens & Baths
Westport, CT
(203) 226-7550

New England Kitchens
Great Neck, NY
(516) 773-3694

Joilet Kitchens & Baths
Chicago, IL
(847) 535-4400

Hamkins & Associates
Bucks County, PA
(215) 794-3910

Kitchen Studio
Cape Cod, MA
(508) 394-3191

Hallmark Kitchens
Juno Beach, FL
(561) 624-7766

E.T. Raffel Cabinets
Southampton, NY
(516) 283-4433

Northpointe Design
Birmingham, MI
(248) 546-0450

Brookwood Kitchens
Atlanta, GA
(404) 355-7232

Now Available!
The Haworth Country Furniture Video
Please send me the Haworth Country Furniture video. I have enclosed a check for $8.50 (postage & handling is included) payable to:
Haworth Country Furniture
5185 N.W. 15th Street, Margate, FL 33063

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP
Artistic License

by Jeanne Lazzarini

"We kept running into each other!" remembers interior designer Erik Kramvik. "Plasterer Keith Tartler, wood turner Gail Redman, colorists Jill Pilarosca and Bob Buckter, a stenciler named Larry Boyce . . . . Architectural designers Steve Rynerson and David Modell were re-creating row-house façades at San Francisco Victoriana. Bruce Bradbury was starting his wallpaper company."

Today, it sounds like a who's-who of the West Coast Victorian Revival. But back in the 1970s, reviving Victorian buildings was novel. These artisans and others like them would become the core of an artisans' guild, the first of its kind in America and still unique in the business community. "When Artistic License started," states former (charter) member John Burrows, "restoring Victorian homes did not yet have national appeal."

The concept isn't new. Medieval guilds were societies of artisans united to encourage the preservation of traditional craft skills among people in the same trade. During the reform movements of late-Victorian England, philosopher-artisans such as William Morris formed guilds that embraced multiple disciplines—artists and craftspeople united in the pursuit of handcraft, good design, high quality, and public education.

A century later, in the California of the late 1960s and 1970s and against a backdrop of social reform and counterculture, a different sort of guild would, like its Victorian predecessors, look to the past for artistic inspiration. Officially founded in 1982, Artistic License became a forum for diverse trades to exchange knowledge and educate the public.

The "Painted Ladies" phenomenon may have spiked old-house fever: the public at large hadn't paid attention to the efforts of a few craftspeople. But "suddenly the brightly painted Victorian exteriors of the 1970s were a
The members of Artistic License meet in a Berkeley Arts and Crafts-era home. The hand-painted frieze by Ruby Newman represents the surrounding area during the 'teens, when the house was built.
new art form indigenous to the San Francisco Bay area," reflects Artistic License associate founding member Bruce Nelson. His company, Local Color Inc., specializing in painting restoration since 1973, was a leader in the trend.

Without knowing it at the time, architectural color consultants Jill Pilaroscia and Bob Buckter, together with Bruce Nelson, were pioneers of a national "color movement." It was history with a twist. Especially in the early days, when the effects could be...well, psychedelic, colors were not always historically accurate. But the painted houses fascinated the public.

"People were looking at Victorians with fresh eyes, thinking 'I don't want a tract house, I want a house with character, a past, some detail. Maybe we'll have to fix it a bit'—but that attracted young urban pioneers," adds historian and interior designer Paul Duchscherer.

And one day, over fifteen years ago, painter Jim Gibson had an idea as he restored window sills for Bruce Nelson. As Nelson tells it: "Jim had noticed the same artisans crossing paths from one job to the next. He thought we should form a guild out of the different trades."

It was Gibson who came up with the name Artistic License, and became the first director. (He has since relocated to the San Diego area, where he is still involved in restoration.) A few founding members were well known, but most were just getting started in their crafts. "Excellent lectures were staged by the Guild," charter member and past director Erik Kramvik recalls. "Almost everyone gave talks about their craft."

Kramvik notes "the group has always had strong characters. We began with outspoken, knowledgeable people like Bruce Bradbury,

ASIA MINOR CARPETS

New York, NY
236 Fifth Avenue
10001
Tel: 212.447.9066
Fax: 212.447.1879

Atlanta, GA
345 Peachtree Hills Ave.
30305
Tel: 404.816.7737
Fax: 404.816.7706

High Point, NC
Market Square #140
27260
Tel: 910.889.2986
Fax: 910.889.2987

Atlanta Merch. Mart:
11th A-1 & Sth F-2
Atlanta, GA
30303
Markets Only

Call any of our to-the-trade showrooms for the retail store nearest you.
LARRY BOYCE, 1946–1992

THE INCREDIBLE TALE of an ITINERANT STENCILER

IT IS 1972. A KNOCK AT THE DOOR... OPENING IT, YOU FIND STANDING BEFORE YOU an adroit, whimsical man—smiling, dark, bearded—a large portfolio in one hand, dressed in Victorian frock coat, top hat, and Inverness cape.

You consider closing the door but he steps forward to declare, “You don’t know me. My name is Larry Boyce and you must have one of my ceilings!” With the theatrics of a traveling show, he opens his portfolio of hand-stenciled ceiling designs. You’ve never seen anything like them before. “I want to design and paint a ceiling for you,” he concludes, “in exchange for room and board!”

Boyce took this business scenario all across the nation, peddling over a quarter of a million miles on a worn red bicycle with an American flag fastened to a fishing pole mounted on the handlebars. (He didn’t trust cars or planes.)

“He was bigger than life,” exclaims fine decorative painter George Zaffle. “He lived in the moment—always magical and genuinely passionate.”

Boyce plunged into Victorian interior design, making it his mission to spread the gospel of Gilded Age ornament, for interiors as well as facades. His friend Paul Duchscherer recalls: “Besides his stories of travel and adventures, he gave fabulous lectures; his witticisms were remarkably rapid-fire and so clever that many of us wish he’d written them down.”

A Michigan native, Larry was drawn to the American West. After studying old buildings in Denver, Aspen, Seattle, and San Francisco, he’d assimilated vast background knowledge about Victorian architecture. Together with artisans George Zaffle, Ken Huse, and Emma Wright, he formed Larry Boyce and Associates in 1973. Based in San Francisco, they became early Artistic License members, best known for their elaborate ceiling and wall stenciling, mural restorations, and gilding, secco-fresco, infill painting, glazing, and decoupaged wall coverings.

His works grace hundreds of buildings, from private homes to the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco, including Bette Midler’s house in Hollywood and the office of then-Vice President George Bush. “He always said the ceiling was the one surface of a room that wouldn’t be obstructed by people’s bad taste in furnishings,” George Zaffle laughs. “His most quoted remark was ‘a room without a painted ceiling is like a world without a sky.’

His last commission started with a knock at the door at San Francisco’s First Presbyterian Church (“Old First,” the oldest Protestant church in California) in 1991. It was a three-year journey both artistic and spiritual.

Boyce’s task was to transform the church’s exonarthex (or outer lobby) from a grey, cheerless room into a polychromed space of inspiration. He spent weeks studying existing ornamentation in the church, from plaster relief patterns to stained-glass windows, as he produced scale-color drawings of the ceiling to be. Then Larry taught volunteer members of the congregation how to make Mylar stencils from his drawings. But before a drop of paint ever touched the ceiling, Larry passed away from complications of AIDS. The congregation carried on for three years, led by their principal artist Nancy West-Smith under the direction of Zaffle. On February 12, 1995, a Service of Dedication was held in honor of Larry Boyce. A feeling of rebirth resonates through Larry’s magnificent gift to the congregation.

Grapevines flow from golden chalices to represent Communion; wheat stalks spill from breadbaskets; doves edged in silver leaf alight. Ancient symbols of baptism, fan-shaped seashells fill corners of the room. A gold-leaf inscription reads, from Psalm 100:2: “Worship the Lord with gladness; come before God’s presence with singing.”
John Burrows, David Modell, and Larry Boyce. Belonging to Artistic License means associating with strong individuals with talent and passion.

Today's "characters" are universally known for their enthusiasm, none for arrogance. They obviously enjoy each others' company. "Guild members don't keep trade secrets from each other," relates Duchscherer. "We feel that it is very important to educate each other, and to do that you cannot be afraid of talking about what you know."

"IT ISN'T EASY TO JOIN ARTISTIC LICENSE..." recognizes current Director (and Arts and Crafts furniture-maker) Debey Zito. "You must be very strong in your craft and business practices." One or more guild members checks the quality of work of any potential new member. Then the guild contacts clients to check references. The prospective member speaks to the membership about his work, showing slides, before a vote is taken. "This process assures us that we can freely refer each other to our clients. We maintain a reputation for the guild," says Zito.

Monthly meetings convene at a building of historic interest; often it is one that members have worked on. After some pot-luck food and wine, meetings include an educational segment and sometimes a slide presentation by one of the members. Topics in the past year have included discussions on ancient Greek architecture, post-WW II modernist American furniture, traditional stenciling decoration of houses in a Spanish village, and Byzantine and early Islamic architecture in Turkey. There might be a tour of the meeting site, during which technical discussion invariably critiques the effectiveness of the results.

Each member is a leader in his or her profession. Some are mavericks, like Allen Dragge, one of the country's few thriving leaders in stained-glass restoration, who specializes in delicate domed glass ceilings. Ordinary craftspeople avoid the highly specialized work that Artistic License members engage in; restoration is often unprofitable, very difficult, or both.

An important point: Artistic License has never been (and never could be) set up as a single business. "Each person has a mind and a business of his own," comments Erik Kramvik. "Members sometimes find work together, but it isn't run as a business. Being a member doesn't necessarily give you recognition—you make that on your own." On their own, many of these artisans are hired for high-profile jobs; several consistently win distinguished...
awards in national competitions.

Members know that what often gives any historic period a bad name is not the original work, but the debasement of a style through cheap imitations. "Guild members want the 'good' stuff to be associated with its historic period," says Duchscherer. "For example, Bradbury's wallpaper designs aren't the cabbage roses that many still think of as 'Victorian,' but rather reflect the cutting edge of progressive ornamental design of the late 19th and early 20th centuries."

Naturally, referrals are made across the guild. But business truly does seem to be an afterthought. Tile artist Riley Doty is the newest member; he says he joined because "the Guild is a community of craftspeople seeking a loftier understanding of design, and its execution through craft."

Paint-decorator George Zaffle says it brings him out of his "cocoon of private creation." The group bolsters each member's dedication to high standards despite what might be more practical in today's economic reality. "We're kindred spirits," Duchscherer comments.

GUILD MEMBERS GET EXCITED ABOUT collaborations. "In the conceptual design phase," Paul Duchscherer points out, "we bounce ideas off each other, and that often results in solutions different from what we might have come up with alone."

The greatest collaboration to date occurred in 1993 at the home of Richard Reutlinger in San Francisco's Western Addition. (Richard's lavish 1886 Italianate Victorian was showcased in the Winter 1995 issue of this magazine.) For his Renaissance Revival double parlor, eighteen members of Artistic License waived profit for the sake of producing a collaborative showcase of what they do—on a grand scale. The

ABOVE: The stenciled exonarthex ceiling at Old First Presbyterian Church, Larry Boyce's last design. BELOW: Peter Bridgmon, a specialist in the application of wallcoverings, prepares to hang Bradbury & Bradbury wallpapers in a client's home.
MADE BY HAND
NOT A FACTORY.

ALL FURNITURE IS NOT CREATED EQUAL.

FINE HANDCRAFTED FURNITURE STANDS APART. ADMIRE THE SELECT WOOD GRAINS. NOTICE THE PRECISION JOINERY. SAVOR THE HAND-RUBBED SURFACES.

EXPLORE COLLECTIONS FROM SOME OF THE FINEST INDEPENDENT FURNITURE MAKERS IN AMERICA. CRAFTED IN A BROAD RANGE OF STYLES, EACH PIECE IS BUILT TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS WITH EXTRAORDINARY PRIDE AND SKILL.

SAWBRIDGE STUDIOS
HANDCRAFTED FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES
CHICAGO: 406 NORTH CLARK ST  312/828-0055
WINNETKA: 1015 TOWER ROAD  847/441-2441
finished product is one of the most magnificently decorated private homes in the High Victorian style in the country.

In recognition of the exceptional work by the members of Artistic License at the Reutlinger residence, the double parlor was honored in May 1994 with the first-place award for excellence in interior painting by the Painting and Decorating Contractors of America (est. 1884).

Other projects by members appear in historic buildings, in the homes of celebrities and ordinary people, in churches, in state and federal buildings—you name it. Though San Francisco Bay Area-based, many members take their craftsmanship throughout the nation and, in some cases, overseas. George Zaffe, for example, is also a devoted teacher of painting techniques. "I'll be traveling with two partners and twenty students to Naworth Castle, just below Hadrian's Wall in Northern England. In wine cellars, we'll be painting trompe l'oeil murals of hunting and fishing scenes, and applying gold leaf onto faux limestone walls."

Public education continues to be a focus. Guild members have presented classes on the restoration arts to the public through University of California Extension courses. Artistic License also periodically sponsors a lecture series to the public for a nominal fee. [See the Resources section on p. 106 for information on guild members and the upcoming lecture series.]

The guild has been known to set up elaborate displays at conventions and trade shows, including the National Trust Conference held in San Francisco in 1991, where large-scale mockups of Victorian and Arts and Crafts rooms wowed the public. Demonstrations of wallpapering and decorative painting kept the exhibit lively. Thousands of people said they'd never seen anything like it.

Artistic License has expanded beyond the Victorian period. Members are especially noted for design work that springs from the Arts and Crafts movement. Artisans work on interiors and exteriors, from construction to furnishings. And while members have always been known for superb restoration work, today they are increasingly involved with renovation and even new construction in period styles.

Artistic License doesn't claim more credit than is due. Many artisans, and many preservation and heritage groups, have been instrumental in the revival of period styles. But there's no question that the group and its individual members have had a major impact. Sadly, dynamic personalities including David Modell, Larry Boyce, Keith Tartler, and Michael Shields have passed away. But they and their proteges and successors leave us with a treasure of craftsmanship and style tradition, which might have been lost without their efforts. Theirs will be the works beloved by old-house restorers of the next millennium.

Members' expertise includes design, ornamental plasterwork, wallpaper printing and installation, decorative painting, stained glass, color consulting, furniture, wood carving/turning, tile manufacture, period-style textiles, lighting and more. See the listings on page 106 in Resources.
A classic Jelliff Walnut Renaissance Revival Sofa.

It retains its original finish and incised gilding. Circa 1870.
unique antique architectural elements ... vintage lighting, stained & prairie glass windows, doors, colonnades & built-ins...

statuary, garden furnishings of stone, iron, inspirational ecclesiastical artifacts...

original hardware, mantles, columns, marble & granite, plumbing, decorative iron, terra-cotta...

just part of our ever changing inventory with the purist in mind or for the part of you that just likes to mix it up!

ARCHITECTURAL ANTIQUES
Integrating Past Environments into Yours!

Minneapolis Store
801 Washington Avenue North
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401
612/332-8344  612/332-8967 fax

Denver Store
2691 Larimer Street
Denver, Colorado 80205
303/297-9722  303/297-9296 fax

Stillwater Store
316 North Main Street
Stillwater, Minnesota 55082
612/439-2133
Only from J.P.WEAVER

Petitsin

A NEW SYSTEM of DESIGN

"MIX and MATCH"
from our Collection of 175 pieces
to form your own unique interior.
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR application.

BEFORE: Plain Slab Door

Other door designs available. From $450.

COLOR PHOTO: Interior of the French Room at J.P.Weafer. The walls were created completely with pieces from the Petitsin Collection of designs. (See Petitsin, Pg. 136, for wall elevations & inventory of parts used.) Installation time: Two carpenters, one week. For additional photographs of "Petitsin": Arch. Digest: 2/97, P. 207 & 5/96, P. 201.

PETITSIN DESIGN PACKET: 145 pgs. of scaled composites, Samples, & a Basic Ornament Video. $60 US.
Note: Petitsin mouldings are flexible.

NEW FOR KITCHENS: ITALIAN FRUIT, RMF 1005 87-1/2" x 5-1/4" x 1-1/8", Petitsin, P. 10.

ORNAMENTS FOR THE DECORATION OF MANTELS, DOORS, FURNITURE, WALLS, & CEILINGS

FAX: (818) 500-1798 941 AIR WAY GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 91201 Tel: (818) 500-1740
Crassrc
Cnerrsurn
Pneuus & Mnnons
featuring true through mortise-and-tenon joinery.
Solid, honest quality to complement your home and fine art.

Color Catalog - $6
tools with purchase.
Free Pamphlet.
5515 Doyle Street, No 2
Emeryville, CA 94608
800/250-5277

HOLTON
FURNITURE AND FRAME
VISIT OUR SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA SHOWROOM
WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY 11-5 & SATURDAY 12-4

Museum Quality Reproductions
Exquisite reproductions of 18th & 19th century chandeliers, sconces, and lanterns.
Entirely handmade using historic techniques to recreate quality early lighting.

RICHARD D. SCOFIELD
HISTORIC LIGHTING
ONE WEST MAIN STREET
CHESTER, CONNECTICUT 06412
(860) 526-1800

Visit our workshop and showroom located in the center of Historic Chester, Connecticut.
Custom design requests always welcome.

9031 W. Olympic Blvd.
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
(310) 247-3900
(310) 247-8864 Fax
Hours: Monday-Friday 9am - 6pm
Saturday 11am - 6pm

See Us At These Upcoming Antique Shows:
Hillsborough, CA - Hillsborough Antique Show November 20 - 23
Atlanta, GA - D.S. Clarke World Famous Atlanta Antique Show Jan 1 - 4, '98
Pt. Lauderdale, FL - Ft. Lauderdale Winter Show January 9 - 11, 1998
Miami, FL - Miami Radisson Show January 23 - 25, 1998
Coconut Grove, FL - Coconut Grove Antique Show January 28 - Feb 1, 1998
Miami, FL - Miami National Antiques Show & Sale January 30 - Feb 4, 1998

1) Pr bronze torchieres depicting female figure
2) Inlaid music stand
3) Art Deco iron table
4) Double pier Wooton desk
5) 4 piece Art Deco king size bed suit w/ bronze detail
6) Bronze, beaded chandelier
7) Deeply carved marble mantle w/ carved cherub detail
8) Art Nouveau desk & chair
9) Bronze lantern
10) Rosewood armoire
11) 2 pc Art Deco office suite
12) The Four Seasons cast iron statues on pedestals
13) Brunswick "Eclipse" pool table with inlaid detail
14) Horner Bros. mahogany library table

$25.00 COLOUR CATALOGUE
WITH AMENDMENT
OLD-HOUSE LOVERS ARE DRIVEN BY AN APPRECIATION OF BEAUTY, AN OVERRIDING aesthetic that often takes them places the modern condo-dweller might think impractical. But such places can be deeply satisfying, as demonstrated by a COLONIAL RE-CREATION in Maine. In Brooklyn, a once-neglected brownstone seemed the right house to accept the owners’ prized possession, an antique AESTHETIC MOVEMENT table. In another labor of love, the row house has been brought back to its Victorian splendor. • We see how a wealthy South Bend family lived at Copshaholm, THE ROMANESQUE dream house of a plow inventor and businessman. For those of us in houses much older or much less grand, period cabinetwork provides OLD-HOUSE STORAGE solutions. • Colonial, of course, refers to different cultural heritages in different parts of the country; in Santa Fe, the time before statehood was dominated by the SPANISH MISSIONS. They set the parameters of style for Spanish Colonial houses; the interior of a 19th-century adobe house in SANTA FE continues the tradition. • It is not the horticulture but rather the structure that defines ARTS AND CRAFTS GARDENS in England and America. • An interior decorator can solve problems, but many homeowners are discouraged by the exclusive reputation the field has developed—and by the baroque SHOWROOM SHOPPING system. Here’s how the system works, and how to negotiate its hidden shoals.
The BROWNSTONE AESTHETIC

by Lynn Elliott | photographs by Rob Gray

BLAME IT ON THE ANTIQUE CENTER TABLE. For Trudi and Wayne Smith, a 17-year-long restoration of a Brooklyn, New York, row house began with the purchase of an ornate table made by Kimble & Cabus. In the late 1970s, Wayne spotted the ebonized cherry table at an antique shop. Its style and construction intrigued him.

Wayne and Trudi, however, realized that its proportions and style were all wrong for their working-class row house. The table was Reformed Gothic in design—a style dear to the Victorian Aesthetic Movement. This grand table demanded a location with high ceilings and a grander scale.

“We realized that if we wanted to collect this type of furniture, we would need a place that suits it,” said Trudi. The house hunt was on.

First, the couple roamed the streets of Park Slope, a historic district in Brooklyn filled with brownstone row houses. They picked houses by their style and proportion, not necessarily by their availability.

The Smiths wrote letters to the landlords of three or four prospective homes, hoping one would be for sale. One landlord was only too happy to sell his row house to the Smiths.

Located on Lincoln Place, the brownstone had once been a single-family home. Converted to an eight-family apartment building in the 1950s, the house boasted a six-foot-long list of violations on record.

Restoring their first house had been simple for Trudi and Wayne; it took only one year. The couple thought restoring the Lincoln Place house would take three years. Instead, it took 17.

Each of the four floors had been divided into two apartments. Except for the main stairway and the vestibule door, no original woodwork remained.

In the back parlor, Wayne had to redo the pinwheel design on the damaged parquet floor piece by piece. “I don’t know why I bought this house, frankly,” laughs Wayne, as he remem-

ABOVE: Over the years, past owners tried to “modernize” the Lincoln Place house by ripping out most of the woodwork. RIGHT: The focal point of the back parlor is the Kimble & Cabus table that started this restoration.
bers all of the meticulous restoration work that the house needed.

Most of the replacement material in the house came from another Park Slope building that was being gutted. Other architectural elements are also from salvage operations: the gilt mirror in the front parlor came from a house in Fort Greene, another old Brooklyn neighborhood. Wayne and Trudi bought it right off a contractor's truck. "We were lucky that [when we moved in] it was a time when you could go in a dumpster and find doors and hinges," said Wayne.

When he wasn't hunting for salvage, Wayne put an interpretive spin on the art of Victorian wallpaper hanging. Cutting and pasting, he used his skills as a graphic designer to create surprising pattern and intricate detail. His handiwork shows in corner blocks, medallions, friezes, and, especially, on the unique ceilings.

As the restoration progressed, the couple filled the house with their collection of late-19th-century furniture. Many pieces were by Kimble & Cabus in the Reformed (modern) Gothic style. All Kimble & Cabus furniture was custom made, so each piece varies.

Furniture by Kimble & Cabus was not widely collected when the
CLOCKWISE (from left): An interpretive spin on Victorian wallpaper: zigzag pinstripes cross the ceiling. The clawfoot tub is original; the marble sink counter is of the period. An antique tapestry of entwined dragons hangs behind a Kimble & Cobus desk. Parquet floor detail.
Smiths began buying pieces in the early 1980s. But with the recent Metropolitan Museum of Art exhibition of the furniture of the Herter Brothers—peers of Kimble & Cabus—Reformed Gothic furniture has become harder to find, and more expensive to purchase. Kimble & Cabus, however, are still not widely known.

"I don't know why Herter Brothers furniture has become so much more popular," said Wayne. "A lot of Kimble & Cabus may not have survived. I haven't seen a piece in six years." Wayne also acknowledges that the preference for Herter Brothers may be because the furniture is more refined. "Modern Gothic furniture became finer as the Aesthetic Movement progressed," said Wayne.

The house is now finished. But instead of enjoying the fruits of their labors, Trudi and Wayne have decided to move to upstate New York.

Happily, the brownstone's new owners will keep it a one-family home. They've even bought some of the Smiths' antique furniture. That first center table, though, will stay with the Smiths.
CLOCKWISE (from top): In the dining room, a long trestle table is paired with an Eastlake sideboard inlaid with colorful tiles. In the kitchen, the corbeled mantel was purposely built with a pass-through so that pots could be transferred from fireplace to sink without hitting the pier. Iridescent blue tiles, set above simple, Shaker-like cabinetry, catch the visitor's eye. The Aesthetic Movement decoration in the house was not carried through to the new kitchen, which is sympathetic but firmly late-20th-century.
OLD THINGS ONLY

A Maine family who loves the colonial past leads us into New England’s early building tradition.

BY REGINA COLE | PHOTOGRAPHS BY SANDY AGRAFIOTIS
A homeowner is giving a tour. "There are three parts to this house," explains Ed Hopkins. "The original structure represents the mid-seventeenth century or maybe about 1680, no later. Then, the right hand side of the house, the dining room and above, is early-eighteenth century. The saltbox addition is within 10 to 20 years of that addition."

His love for the house is evident. "It shows the progression of time and history, the types of woodwork used in different periods. It's more authentic, actually, than a house that's all one period. It's aesthetically pleasing."

Ed and Barbara Hopkins built the house just ten years ago. In 1988 they and their son moved into the colonial recreation, and ever since, passersby have commented on the magnificent example of first-period architecture on southern Maine's Salmon Falls River. Most never know that this house has electricity, a wood boiler, modern plumbing, and one staircase that meets building codes; they say that it's unusual for so old a house to be in such a fine state of preservation. If such a house had been available, Ed and Barbara might have bought it. But by building their own, they've created a personal environment unlike one that had survived for three hundred years.

"This house is very much us," Barbara says. "We love old things. We've bought very little that wasn't old since we were first married."

Ed and Barbara have always loved houses from New England's first period. Even as they painstakingly restored their last house, an 1810 Cape, they felt it was too new for them.

LEFT: In the "ca. 1680" port of the house, the fireplace is the focal point of the keeping room. Above the mantel is one of Ed's cherished possessions, a reproduction of a 1690 French fowler with silver furniture. ABOVE: A new house presents a historic face.
“Earlier houses are so pristine,” says Barbara, “—without all that later ornamentation.”

“I especially like the early woodwork,” adds Ed. “There’s not much plaster. It’s more primitive, rustic.”

For someone who loves early woodwork, Ed is in an ideal position to build a house full of it. An arborist, he saved the best white pine and oak trees he encountered for two years. He milled, dried, and hand-planed them on site, and much of the wood in his house is completely knot-free. The bricks, glass, and hardware are all old, salvaged from old houses. The construction utilizes wooden pegs and hand-made reproduction nails.

“They cost 11 to 50 cents each!” Barbara recalls. “After the workers left every day, I went around and picked up any nails they dropped.”

The expense of building a 1680 house with a 1720 addition, using 17th-century building techniques, is about three times what a new house of comparable size would cost to build. But Ed and Barbara say that this is the way they’ve always wanted to live, despite what others might consider inconveniences. Over 6 feet tall, Ed has to stoop to walk under the door lintels. Does he mind?

“Making them higher wouldn’t be right,” he says. “There was no problem with the building inspector—he likes old houses. We had to make only a few concessions. One staircase had to meet the building code, so the back stairs are wide, deep, and not so steep. The front stairs are historically accurate.”

With the exception of a modern kitchen, everything in the house that
ABOVE: A prized piece of furniture is the tall chest in the dining room, made in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, in the early-18th century. Portsmouth is about ten miles away. BELOW (from left): The shallow dining-room fireplace is re-created from a 1710 design. The painting on the plaster re-creates that of the historic Boardman House. The front door is studded with antique nails and finished with period hardware.
isn't old is a re-creation. For their exterior model, the Hopkinses used the Hooper-Hathaway House in Salem, Massachusetts. For the interior, they found inspiration in books and in museum houses. The painting on the keeping room's plaster wall, for instance, is copied from similar decorative painting on the walls of the 1687 Boardman House in Saugus, Massachusetts.

"Some people don't get it," Barbara says. "My parents are among them. Whenever they come to visit, they ask how we can live this way. But we much prefer the old to the new. I love it when there's a winter storm and the power goes off. We're so cozy and warm, and the house is so atmospheric, that it's a little like living in another time."

Ed and Barbara, who might prefer that time to the present, have found a slice of it in their home.
OPPOSITE: Diamond window panes, a beamed ceiling, plain wood floors, and old furniture: the environment is period-authentic, but cozy. THIS PAGE: An upstairs guest bedroom is tucked into an out-of-the-way corner. The antique rope bed and tin sconce suit the house's apparent age.
CUPBOARDS & DRAWERS

Finding storage space is a perennial challenge for old-house owners. But these pictures show that ingenious ways of stashing stuff are neither new nor contrary to history.

Although a wall of cupboards and drawers like the one shown in the 1758 Peter Wentz farmhouse in Worcester, Pennsylvania, was rare for the time (most people didn't own enough things to need such extravagant storage), the picture above shows that out-of-sight stowage has always been the tidier way.

The dining-room fireplace's cabinet wall is original to the house. Space-efficient, period-style storage can be designed even for a very old house. The niche behind the attic stairs (photo, top right) provides ideal storage in an 18th-century New England house. Likewise, the kitchen in the same house (middle photo) makes good use of cupboards. Even the Shakers, who made simplicity a principle of faith, provided for hidden storage. At the Hancock Shaker Village in Pittsfield, Massachusetts (bottom), wall built-ins in the 1830 dwelling house are an elegant counterpoint to the peg rail's utilitarian exposure.
The main hallway at Copshaholm was designed for grand entrances. Guests entered the house from the porte cochère, then descended from the first landing to join festivities below. The music room at the rear was the former south terrace, enclosed in 1899.
JAMES OLIVER'S IS AN AMERICAN CLASSIC, AS SUCCESS stories go. He emigrated from Scotland in 1835 at age 11. Two years later his father died. He found work in an Indiana iron foundry, and in 1855 bought an interest in a foundry on the west race of the St. Joseph River, the South Bend Iron Works.

James Oliver worked as bookkeeper and salesman, but at heart he was a tinkerer and inventor. He focused his efforts on one of his company's important products, the common plow. In 1857 he received the first of 45 patents for improvements to the plow design. His "chilled" plow was made of quickly-cooled cast iron, producing a smoother and harder surface.
The library was the favorite room for informal family gatherings. A pair of carved mahogany mythological figures supports the overmantel. ABOVE: The second-storey hall, surrounding bleached oak woodwork, is dominated by a portrait of J.D. Oliver by Louis Betts.

The Oliver Chilled Plow—affordable, yet as strong and efficient as far more expensive steel plows—was the basis for a family fortune. And James's son, J. D., was a superb manager whose business acumen carried the company through the financial crises of the late 1800s.

In 1895 J. D. Oliver commissioned architect Charles Alonzo Rich (designer of Sagamore Hill, the Theodore Roosevelt home on Long Island) to build a house, and on New Year's Eve, 1897, the Oliver family moved in. Built of native granite, with nine bathrooms and 14 fireplaces, the three-storey house has 12,000 square feet of living space, plus cellar and attic. It is set on 2.5 landscaped acres on a corner of a handsome residential street in central South Bend. In 1900, to honor his parents' 56th anniversary,
J.D.'s den is full of pictures of his friends: Edsel Ford, Andrew Mellon, and John D. Rockefeller, among others. It is also a repository of mementos gathered on trips abroad.
After his wife died from the effects of a riding accident during the first year of their marriage, Joseph Jr. lived out his life on the third floor of Copshoholm, surrounded by his pipe collection and his horse memorabilia.
J. D. named the house "Copshaholm" after the Scottish village of his father's birth. (The name was Copshawholm, but the "w" was dropped.)

The Queen Anne-Richardsonian Romanesque house, convenient to the now-named Oliver Chilled Plow Works three blocks away, was home to J. D., Anna, and their four children.

The grandchildren decided to give the house to the Northern Indiana Center for History to serve as a museum and a veritable time capsule.

When the last of J. D. and Anna's children, Joseph Jr., died in 1972, the house was turned over to the public as a tribute to the life of the descendants of James Oliver.

Catherine, the youngest of J. D. and Anna's children, also lived at Copshaholm all her life. She moved into the master bedroom and supervised the only renovation the house ever received, after the death of her parents in the 1930s. This included stripping the oak woodwork in the front hall of 17 coats of varnish, then bleaching it to the blond color seen today. The only room that retains the original dark oak is Catherine's father's study (J. D.'s den).

Copshaholm today is a great compilation of dark mahogany and blond oak, of venerable carpets and light-hearted souvenirs, of family portraits and fading snapshots slid into mirror frames. The overall impression is of a wealthy family's home, large and lavish but, still, full of the comforts and quirks of everyday life.
ABOVE: An Italian mirror above a small, 18th-century Italian credenza reflects the living room, with a few of Chris Hill’s Santos.

When Texas architect Chris Hill bought an old house on one of Santa Fe's historic streets, he wanted its interior to reflect the area's history. Fortunately, he wasn't the first member of his family who collected Spanish Colonial furnishings. His great-uncle's superb collection of 1920s reproduction pieces are blended with his own eclectic finds to create a personal interior that suits the house.

BY REGINA COLE | PHOTOGRAPHS BY STEVE GROSS & SUSAN DALEY
HEN I BOUGHT THIS house, I knew that I didn't want to do hollering coyotes,” says Chris Hill, describing a populist version of Santa Fe style. “This is a crusty old house. It needed crusty old things. A lot of the artwork, in particular, is Spanish Colonial. Spanish Colonial was, after all, the real Santa Fe style.”

The house he refers to is a mid-nineteenth century adobe home on Santa Fe’s Canyon Road, “one of the oldest streets in the United States.” The front two rooms, the bedroom and

TOP: The apple tree in the back yard is ancient. It probably owes its life to the Acequia Madre, an irrigation ditch off the Santa Fe River that flows through the yard for part of the year. LEFT: An unmatched assortment of rush-bottomed chairs are Spanish, or perhaps Italian. OPPOSITE: The dining room is the oldest room in the house.
the dining room, are the original part of the house, "whether built in 1850 or 1870 is unclear—with adobe houses, you really can't tell."

In 1846 the United States Army moved into what had been a Spanish colonial outpost since 1609. New Mexico became an American territory in 1850; statehood didn't happen until 1912. During the late 19th century, the Canyon Road area was agricultural, with a few scattered houses owned mostly by Spanish farmers. The back two rooms, the living room and another bedroom, were added in the 1890s. A kitchen addition happened during the 1920s. The most recent project, dating to the
ABOVE: An Italian fourposter bed of the 18th century graces the master bedroom.
BELOW: From the living room, the view through the baroque trim doorway is of the fifty-year-old entrance room. Note the viga ceiling. BELOW (right): Adobe, gracefully aging.
Two Italian 18th-century console tables are made to hook together to create one octagonal table. Above them, the 18th-century Mexican oval paintings depict two Stations of the Cross.

1950s, added what is called the “entrance room.”

When Chris first saw the house, he was especially attracted to the viga ceilings. Viga means “beam,” and in this traditional building technique, round peeled logs of either fir or ponderosa pine are used. In the earliest houses, latillas, or rows of little sticks, filled the space between the logs. Later Anglo applications used plaster. The Canyon Road house has the later Anglicized viga and plaster ceilings.

Chris has long been a collector; he says that he likes to buy broken-down old furniture, “and then not fix it up. I like to hang it on walls, if it can’t be used any other way.” He also has gathered together an impressive collection of Italian, Spanish, and Mexican ecclesiastical art. There are Paris flea-market finds, and some contemporary Mexican ma
dule chairs that blend right in. Scattered among this eclectic assortment are the pieces that may be most suitable: the furniture his great-uncle bought during the 1920s, when the early Spanish Colonial Revival appealed to just a few collectors. “He was way ahead of his time, and he had great stuff,” Chris says.
DEFINING THE MIS

Tracing the Spanish influence in domestic architecture. | by Patricia Poore
Spanish colonial architecture in the Southwest was mission architecture: fortress churches. Few early residences survived when this photo was taken in 1912 in Santa Fe. With its flat roof carried on vigas, adobe construction, portal (arcaded porch), and carved zapatas (cornices), it typifies houses in the 18th-century Pueblo–Spanish vernacular. RIGHT: The parapet of the Mission Church of San Jose at Laguna Pueblo (N.M.) follows a Pueblo "cloud" design.
Ancient and indigenous, Mission is an ethnic stew, an eloquent vocabulary, a playground of textures and colors. It is adventurous, genuine in its artifacts but wholly made up.

Mission style has many forms, from the naive adobe tradition of New Mexico to the decorated interiors of America’s Arts and Crafts-period houses. In any incarnation, it is, however, peculiarly American. Consider that the Spanish vocabulary of Mission style derives not directly from Europe but rather through Mexico. And in it is incorporated American Indian building conventions, forms, and art. No other architectural tradition on this continent is as indigenous, or as old.

Thus the Mission style has had a strong influence on American architecture and the decorative arts, even beyond the Southwest. It is an ethnic stew, an eloquent vocabulary, a playground of textures and colors. To practice Mission style well, without slipping into its kitsch, we need to understand its essence. Let’s start with a bit of history and terminology.

Mission has meant different things over time and regionally: the mission (church) architecture of the Spanish colonies, and the revivals that derived from them; the Pueblo tradition; regional styles in New Mexico, Arizona, and southern California; one manifestation of the Craftsman style; a booming, contemporary revival. It is the most recognizable and most re-interpreted dialect of the broader Spanish Colonial style. Mission is not, for example, the Spanish Colonial of Florida and the Mississippi, with their strong French and West Indian influences, but rather a Spanish–Mexican–Indian-derived style. (A related style, the Pueblo Revival, was also popular during the early decades of the 20th century. Rigorously Southwestern, it featured flat-roofed or parapeted adobe buildings in sugar-cube massing.)

Mission’s vocabulary exploded during the early-20th-century Mission Revival—which coincided with the popular Arts and Crafts period. Gustav Stickley wrote extensively about Spanish colonization; the missions that give the style its name were fortified churches. In the Southwest, the traditions of the ancient stone and adobe pueblos merged with the Spaniards’ history of building in masonry. Ornament was sparse, indeed almost absent in such farflung areas as present-day New Mexico, where building was more Indian than it was Spanish. Along with classical motifs, the rose windows, carving, and baroque ornament admired in 18th-century Spain appeared on the grandest of Mexico’s churches. But the Moorish–Spanish–Mexican decoration we recognize as “Mission” on domestic dwellings belongs entirely to the revivals.

In looking to Spanish colonial precedent for ideas, we can include 250 years of history. The term “colonial” in New England or the mid-Atlantic takes us to the 17th and early 18th centuries. Not so in New Spain, which both pre-dated English colonization and remained colonial for much longer. For Spanish Colonial style influence, look not only to the Spanish missions of the 1600s, but also to the Mexican Colonial period (1821–1848) and the transitional years of the American Territorial period before statehood (1848–1860). Relatively simple and indigenous building continued in Spanish-settled parts of the country, even as Victorian styles competed for favor in the East.

What distinguished Spanish Colonial architecture was not its details, then, but rather plan and its masonry construction. Houses turn...
toward a central court; placitas are formed by flanking rooms arranged along a line. Arcaded portales lend covered passage outdoors. Of particular note in the Southwest, and ubiquitous in Mission Revival houses, are tiled roofs. Rounded clay "barrel" roof tiles do have 18th-century precedent, although they were quite expensive.

On the interior, Mission-style rooms incorporate Spanish and Indian conventions. (The California Mission style often betrays oriental influence.) Walls are plastered, wood is dark, carving is rough. Simple, geometric forms predominate in rooms colored like Southwestern clay. A typical Mission Revival architecture—bungalows with parapets like the Alamo—did take place in the West during the 1920s. Nationwide, though, the first Mission Revival was largely a decorating style overlaid on the Craftsman aesthetic: Navajo rugs and Apache baskets in an Arts and Crafts room.

In the revival of the 1990s, Spanish precedent is once again the focus. Much Spanish ornament is actually Moorish; today's Mission Revival rooms incorporate North African textiles and art. Wrought-iron hardware and lamps are Arabesque rather than Pueblo. A sturdy oak table may be accompanied by Spanish or Latin American carved chairs. Mediterranean antiques find a home. It may seem that this revival is more historical. But it is as eclectic and adventurous as previous styles. The artifacts and colors are genuine, but domestic Mission style is made up.
Gustav Stickley’s observation that in an ideal garden, no one can tell “where the house ends and the garden begins” is still good advice today. Cozy enclosed gardens, harmoniously linked to the house with pergolas—a feature which Stickley thought provided the perfect connection between house and the healthful outdoors—and handcrafted garden architecture are part of the rich design legacy of the Arts and Crafts era. This legacy had a profound influence on modern garden design, especially concepts of enclosure, rustic detailing, and restraint of plantings. In the early 1900s, when large, Beaux Arts style estates were proliferating across the country, Arts and Crafts architects were heralding small houses with intimately scaled gardens. These houses and gardens, so often built with indigenous materials, embraced the Arts and Crafts movement’s aesthetic of the vernacular.
A picture-book garden, all in shades of green, perfectly complements the Cotswold stone house. The boxwood-edged beds are filled with miniature roses.
CLOCKWISE (from top left): Landscape architect Ellen Shipman used low stone walls to outline garden space in an apple orchard in Ohio, where brick paths and a white gate echo the Colonial Revival. Low stone walls and long hedges define "outdoor rooms" in a Cotswold garden. A stone archway in a Cotswold garden by Gertrude Jekyll is covered with swags of wisteria and climbing roses.

At Rodmarton Manor, an opening in the hedge frames the view to the stone garden house.
The concept of outdoor rooms linked to the house was at the heart of the Arts and Crafts garden—in fact, these gardens did not exist without the companion houses to which they were allied. This essential indoor-outdoor theme was also expressed by representations of trees, flowers, and garden elements in the house’s furnishings.

Arts and Crafts gardens usually were walled enclosures hugging the house, ranging from a simple courtyard to a series of elaborate garden “rooms,” each with a different theme. Rustic stone walls were a favorite device to define the outdoor enclosures.

Pergolas, loggias, and garden houses were used to firmly anchor the garden to the house. Structures from tea-houses and birdhouses to trellises, arbors, and gates—all designed and executed in a vernacular style—were integral features of Arts and Crafts gardens. Exquisite garden architecture, in fact, was the distinguishing feature of these gardens.

Climate permitting, long rows of clipped hedges (“living fences”) and topiaries lent structural notes. Vines clambering over walls and arches, flower borders planted with an artist’s eye, and planters filled with bulbs and annuals finished the picture. Horticulture itself, however, was not the thematic basis in architectural gardens.

It comes as no surprise that William Morris, whose ideas for
Janis Stelluto's New England garden suits her Craftsman-style house. Over 23 years of gardening, this owner has built upon elements and plantings she uncovered on the property. Architectural statements include the spare pergola, birdbaths, and "walls" of evergreens and flower borders—all planted with a painterly eye.

Social and design reform touched upon so many areas, provided the inspiration for these gardens. His medieval-inspired walled garden at Kelmscott Manor in the Cotswolds, its borders filled with the old-fashioned flowers depicted in his textiles and wallpapers, an ancient dovecote in one corner, was a prototype.

Among the many architects who responded to Morris's call for honesty in design, Edwin Lutyens (with garden innovator Gertrude Jekyll) and Robert Lorimer (Scotland's answer to Lutyens) were the foremost proponents of...
Strongly architectural, gardens of the Arts and Crafts period easily accommodate newer varieties (such as the Casa Blanca and Muscadet lilies here) alongside such old favorites as dusty miller, hydrangeas, and daylilies. The pergola on the Stulltus' 1915 house is the framework remaining from a secondary porch, since removed. The stone bench (below right) remains from the original garden.
The Arts and Crafts garden is ideally suited to the American West, where the climate lends itself to outdoor living. Terraces and walled courtyards, copiously planted with trees and shrubs and decorative planters, provide easy transitions (as in the Salt Lake City garden above, designed by Traci O'Very-Covey). A dramatic natural landscape and the widespread use of indigenous building materials (such as adobe) were close to the heart of the Arts and Crafts philosophy. Arts and Crafts merged with the Spanish and Pueblo influences of the Mission Revival, still evident in this Hollywood house by Irving Gill (right).
the Arts and Crafts garden in Britain.

Ernest Gimson, Sidney Barnsley, and Ernest Barnsley, a group of Morris’s disciples in Gloucestershire in the early 1900s, designed Arts and Crafts houses and gardens in their purest form. Working with the honey-colored limestone of the region, they crafted several imaginative gardens outlined with textured stone walls, some with dovecotes built into them. They laid out the gardens at Rodmarton Manor, considered the most beautifully executed Arts and Crafts house in Britain, as a series of a dozen outdoor “rooms” linked together by low stone walls and hedges, and decorated with topiaries.

The work of British Arts and Crafts architects became widely known after 1910 and inspired American architects to fashion small houses with integral, well-detailed gardens. Stickley’s magazine The Craftsman hailed the work of English architects and helped translate their ideas into an American Craftsman style. The adaptable Arts and Crafts aesthetic would acquire strong regional identities from Prairie School to California adobe.

Stickley’s advice was adopted from coast to coast, merging with existing regional traditions. In New England, where the foursquare Colonial Revival garden layout was firmly entrenched, stone walls and brick paths proved adaptable to Arts and Crafts sensibilities. For linking indoors and out, verandahs, porches, pergolas, and arbors sympathetically followed the architectural style of the house.

In areas of the country where the Bungalow reigned as America’s Arts and Crafts home, naturalistic gardens emphasizing native plants worked better than a formal layout. Dense stands of trees and shrubs marked the boundaries of informal outdoor rooms. The Arts and Crafts garden was, of course, ideally suited to California, where it merged with Spanish traditions.

Judith B. Tankard is a landscape historian and writer. Her current project is a book about Arts and Crafts Gardens.
Many homeowners crave the polished, personal environment a good interior designer can achieve. Is it possible on a budget? | by Regina Cole

TO THE TRADE

Imagine a consumer industry where the most desirable products are not available to the consumer. If that sounds strange, then imagine this: the products are priced so that the consumer may pay anywhere from wholesale to twice that, depending on the arrangement he or she has with an interior decorator. Without a decorator, the consumer isn’t even allowed into the showroom where the products are sold. If she is, she can’t buy, nor will she be quoted a price.

Strange or not, this is the rarefied world in which interior decorators do business with their clients and their sources. Many of the choicest lines of furniture, fabrics, and wallpapers available in the United States are sold through showrooms that market to designers and decorators only. They buy for their clients and, in the process, apply whatever taxes and markups are relevant. The result is an industry with more than a faint aura of exclusivity, and a reputation for sometimes shadowy billing practices.

Americans remain hesitant about engaging the services of a decorator (less than 6 percent have ever done so, according to a recent study), in part because, historically, designers have functioned as the purveyors not only of their own talent and experience, but also of merchandise.

Yet many homeowners crave the polished, personal environment a good interior decorator can achieve. And, although many department stores have begun to carry quality merchandise, and even have decorators on staff, experts in the field of interior design believe that there are no substitutes for block-printed wallpapers, cotton curtain lace, or hand-woven fabrics. Judicious use of the appropriate ornamentation can lift a room from the serviceable to the beautiful. Today, the way such luxury goods are sold shows signs of loosening up.

“The to-the-trade system is a carryover from the past. That whole industry is changing—but maybe not in the upper-crust showrooms,” says Paul Duchscherer, author, lecturer, and interior designer. “The companies that sell this way are not set up to deal with the public.”

“I couldn’t legally even sell to retail customers,” says Bob Burgos, showroom manager at Classic Revivals in Boston. “We can’t charge sales tax.”

Still, the committed capitalist might argue, why shut out potential customers?

“The theory I've heard,” says Bruce Bradbury of Bradbury and Bradbury Art Wallpapers, “is that the general public eats up all your time.” Limiting showrooms to decorators ensures that only qualified buyers come into the store; no one is “just browsing.” Furthermore, when decorators pay wholesale and then resell the product, each effectively acts as
"When you hire a decorator, you should get good advice on where to spend your money." — Caroline Stride, interior decorator

Caroline Stride’s dining room is a demonstration of how a decorator can achieve a desired effect while at the same time saving the client money. Long and relatively narrow, the room’s west wall has a row of windows overlooking Gloucester Harbor. Caroline intensified the room’s drama by papering it with “Beauport Promenade,” a documented wallpaper reproduced in its original bold colors by Brunschwig & Fils. The document is in the SPNEA’s Sleeper-McCann House, a museum also known as Beauport—which is just down the street from Caroline’s home.

“Because the paper is expensive, we saved money in other areas. We installed a wainscot, so I wouldn’t have to paper all the way to the floor. The furniture is from the family. One of the two narrow doors was salvaged from a ship, the other was cobbled together to match.”

Pointing to a grouping of objects on the sideboard, she names an antiques store and a mail-order catalog as sources. “When you hire a decorator, what you should get is good advice on where to spend your money. In this room, the money was spent on the wallpaper.”

The overall effect in this room is the indefinable look a talented decorator can impart: not “decorated,” or “done,” or “pulled together.” The room very simply looks and feels wonderful.
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commissioned sales staff for the showroom's lines.

"Most interior decorators make their money by marking up the exclusive products," says Stuart Stark, a designer in Victoria, British Columbia. "Here, I'm one of only two or three people who charge by the hour and add no markup."

But in the area of payment especially, things are changing. In response to suspicious clients, decorators often charge by the hour and pass on their professional discounts to the customer. Showrooms across the country are opening their doors to the public, either daily or at specified times. Decorators are available to assist and to make the actual purchases, since showrooms still do not sell on a retail basis.

In the historical design market, high-end products are usually sold directly to the consumer through catalogs and retail showrooms, along with specific guidelines for use. And Americans on a budget are learning that the services of an interior designer can prevent costly mistakes.

"From a designer, you do get knowledge," says Stuart Stark. "More often than not, designers will be happy to work with people who haven't much money," says Paul Duchescher. "There are a lot of different ways people can get design help. One way is by the hour. I've helped people pick out fabric, arranged the furniture, or given them short sessions of informational help."

John Buscemi, co-owner of Classsic Revivals, says: "I view one of the main functions of designers—maybe the most important function—as that of being educators. The best client is not the one with the biggest wallet. It's the one who's educated."

The Bradbury and Bradbury line of historic wallpapers is sold by mail order directly from the company's headquarters in Benicia, California. "When we started out we couldn't get into showrooms—we didn't have the credentials," remembers Bruce Bradbury. "And no one had heard of selling wallpaper through the mail. However, we continue to find that our customer, the historic-home owner, is consistently more educated than the average designer. People have many ways of finding information; they don't need the clubby old way of doing things any more."

Caroline Stride of Gloucester, Massachusetts, is an interior decorator. Over the years, her colonial house has been added to many times. The most recent addition is a sunny family room overlooking Gloucester Harbor and the Eastern Point breakwater. The house's many periods flow into each other with the grace of generations who dearly love their ancestors.

Stride's home represents the best of an interior decorator's work. Products carefully chosen in showrooms are incorporated with family pieces ('not necessarily good antique pieces,' she laughs), and with bargain finds.

"When I sit down to begin work with a client, the first thing we do is to talk about money," Caroline says. "We discuss the budget, and you know, everyone's got one. We agree on the way we're going to do business, whether I charge by the hour, or mark up products, or a combination. Then we move on to talk about the client's house."

Caroline Stride expands on the decorator's traditional role of shopping service. "There are outlets hither and yon where there are very accept
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Wrightful Way

When a change is mandatory in a house by a famous architect, historical precedent provides good direction.

The Leatherberrys, Mary and Jim, knew that the bathroom in their 1892 Shingle-style house was dark and difficult, with its 1960s-installed cabinetry. They also knew that their house in La Grange, Illinois, was one of Frank Lloyd Wright's earliest commissions. Renovations were not to be undertaken lightly. Interior designer Barbara Marseille stuck to white, the basic color of the turn-of-the-century bathroom. Her straightforward approach further led her to quality materials available when the house was built: beadboard for the wainscot, marble for shelves and countertops, hexagonal black and white tiles for the floor. The
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LEFT: Paneling of the 1960s suited the dark and dispiriting floor and cabinet. ABOVE: Elmhurst, Illinois, craftsman John Hammond installed beadboard, marble, tile, and a baseboard that recall turn-of-the-century conventions.

clean and simple design emphasized light and efficiency. A walled-up window was uncovered, and double sinks installed. A new cast-iron tub was surrounded with the same white-enameded beadboard that went on the walls; a border above the wainscot added decoration with subtlety. Detailing follows turn-of-the-century conventions. Timeless utility is the outcome, bolstered by the stylish 1890s radiator, now exposed. The Leatherberrys' bathroom has every comfort favored by late-20th-century homeowners—including whirlpools in the bathtub. But, with its unassuming elegance, it also recalls the timeless bathrooms of houses that, like this one, were ahead of their time.
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YOU ARE PROBABLY FAMILIAR with the Mission furniture of the American Arts and Crafts movement. You may know something about the preservation of the early Spanish colonial missions of New Mexico, Texas, and California. You’ve seen contemporary books on Santa Fe style. But: What are the connections?

The Mission Revival flourished in the 1890s and through the 1910s—coincident, that is, with the American Arts and Crafts movement. The two are often confused because they both embrace simple, geometric forms; materials and colors taken from nature; the obvious hand of the craftsman. Certainly, the eastern Arts and Crafts (or Craftsman) movement complemented the design traditions of the missions and the Mission Revival.

Even today, a late-20th-century Mission Revival coincides with unprecedented interest in American Arts and Crafts interiors. Interpretation is the excitement in a revival, but still, we’d like to know the difference between the historical and the newly blended. How do we tease apart the strains of influence and precedent?

SOUTHWESTERNER ELMO BACA TAKES A stab at explaining the style variations among Arts and Crafts, Mission, Spanish Colonial, Pueblo Revival, and other related strains. Through photographs, mostly contemporary, he shows us bold and tasteful examples of houses and interiors either in the West or influenced by Spanish and Indian architecture. More historically that the “Santa Fe” books, more regional that the Arts and Crafts books with national scope, Baca’s book reaching it could indeed apply to me if I wanted it to. Which maybe I do!

The old missions are introduced, with emphasis on their rediscovery during the 1890s and the ensuing Mission Revival. We get thumbnail biographies of Helen Hunt Jackson, Charles Fletcher Lummis, Irving Gill. After the history chapters, I was still unclear about when the Southwest Mission Revival got mixed up with Stickley furniture. Baca gives a simple enough explanation. When it comes to 20th-century American furniture, he says, Craftsman and Mission are synonymous. Roycroft and Stickley produced nearly identical lines of furniture, associated with the East or Southwest, that they labeled Craftsman or Mission, respectively. The public knew Craftsman products as “Mission.”

Major companies based in the Midwest and East dominated the furniture industry until after 1920. Nevertheless, several western designers produced furniture that became a distinctive Southwest Mission style. Interiors were likely to contain Craftsman pieces alongside Spanish baroque and Spanish colonial pieces, especially in New Mexico. Craftsman-style furniture and rooms in the West acquired an exotic personality, fusing the Craftsman aesthetic with Spanish, Japanese, and Native American influences. (Baca calls Lummis’s home El Alisal “part hacienda

**CONSTRUCTED OF ARROYO SECO BOULDERS, THE HOUSE OF CHARLES FLETCHER LUMMIS (FATHER OF THE MISSION STYLE) HAS BEEN DESCRIBED AS “A NEO-MISSION MYSTICAL POTPOURRI” OF MEXICAN, PUEBLO, MISSION INDIAN, AND NEW ENGLAND INFLUENCES.**
This room is unmistakably Spanish. But with its simple forms, rustic materials (tile, iron, wood), and colors of earth, it suggests the strong affinity between western Mission Revival and the "mission" style associated with the Arts and Crafts movement.
and part bungalow."") Mission Revival was a dynamic and modern-edged movement from the beginning, rather than a historical revival.

A GOOD 50 PAGES OF THIS BOOK ARE devoted to the Mission style today, a new school that pulls together Moorish, Spanish, Spanish Colonial, Arts and Crafts, and Native American design. By 1915, of course, Mission style had become severe and dark in a medieval vocabulary. In the 1990s, the style has returned to its Spanish roots. Strong Mediterranean colors—apricot, bright light green—predominate. The massive furniture of dark oak with copper and leather still exists, but it is merging with other styles, reinterpreted through color, upholstery, and carving. This revival is "Baroque and postmodern," Baca enthuses, "multicultural and romantic, [and] more adventurous."

Typical accoutrements are familiar: tile work, indigenous weavings and textiles, graceful pottery, metal lamps with mica shades, iron accents with Arabesque or Spanish forms. Baca, a historic preservationist by training, is refreshingly bullish on contemporary talent. He endorses such interpretative artisans as Randolph Laub, Warren Hile, and those at Berkeley Mills, Arroyo Design, and Chaparral Studio. (An appendix gives addresses and phone numbers.)

No surprise that Elmo Baca prefers the current Mission Revival to the Craftsman Revival, also in full swing. The Craftsman Revival he calls purist and scholarly. Mission, he reports, is playful and romantic. Read his book and you'll be hooked, too.

Native American influence is clear in this Utah bungalow, where indigenous materials, photographs, rugs, and art combine with Stickley's mission furniture. The Pueblo-derived line of the river-rock hearth dominates the inglenook.

NOTICE AMERICAN influence is clear in this Utah bungalow, where indigenous materials, photographs, rugs, and art combine with Stickley's mission furniture. The Pueblo-derived line of the river-rock hearth dominates the inglenook.
A New Dimension For Older Homes

Since an "Elevette" provides a new dimension of luxury and practical convenience for owners of older homes, today's designers usually provide space in their plans for a residential elevator. It fits easily into restorations or renovations and is tax-deductible when doctor recommended.

For free literature, contact:

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
Dept. 22
PO Box 1557
Harrisburg, PA 17105-1557
Phone 717-234-8065

Their mouths will be watering, before you start cooking.

We offer a complete selection of country appliances with the latest in technology and features...four cu. ft. self-cleaning ovens with the option of gas or convection.

Four styles of range tops to choose from including gas with commercial sized burners and electric smoothtops. Prices starting at $3445.

Our family of appliances include:
- matching refrigerators, wall ovens
- microwaves, plus refrigerator and dishwasher panel kits.

...only our look is old.

For more information, call us at 1-800-295-8498 ext. 703; or visit our website at www.elmirastoveworks.com

---

Cumberland Millcraft, Inc.
PO DRAWER 609, CARLISLE, PA 17013 DEPT. 203
Tel: (717) 243-0063 E-Mail Address: ctec@pa.net
Internet Web Site: http://www.pa.net/ctec

* Freework gingerbread and lots more for interior and exterior use; most complete line available.
* 19th Century designs from the world's leading manufacturers.
* Save with factory-to-you pricing.
Send $5.00 for full color, 56-page product and design idea catalog.

Fair Oak Workshops
"The Mail Order Source for the Arts & Crafts Style"

See for yourself what our customers are so excited about. Call or write for our introductory brochure featuring the finest Arts & Crafts style reproductions available. Inside you'll find stencils, pillows, flatware, carpets, lamps, china and more, handcrafted by the most skilled artisans working today. Whether you need a single outstanding accessory, or are creating a complete interior, Fair Oak Workshops has what you've been looking for.

Fair Oak Workshops
PO BOX 5578
RIVER FOREST IL 60305
800 341 0597
Atmosphere to Go
by Susan Mooring Hollis

The good news is that my apartment is in a great location and the rent is manageable. The bad news is that it's a white box—and I can't make changes or point it. But I crave nineteenth-century splendor! I will live in an old house someday, but until then, can you recommend some magic for a dreamer on a budget?

Emma Stevens
Chicago, Illinois

What you need is some portable antiquity—wonderful old objects that evoke the character of the nineteenth century (and that you can take with you). A collection of small objects can give you a great deal of pleasure in the collecting and in their display. They are, too, a portable treasure.

Two qualities characterize a good collection: (1) the items should have something in common, be it material, subject matter, place of origin, or merely color; (2) and the items should be meaningful to you. A third quality that many effective collections share is whimsy. But be careful—there's a thin line between whimsical and cute.

The items in your collection don't have to be valuable. Shells or other natural objects make a beautiful grouping. You may already have the beginnings of a collection (mismatched antique cups and saucers, say, or little boxes in which you keep jewelry or paper clips), but you haven't thought to group them.

Display is as important as the collection itself. The likeliest spot

The vast variety of decorative objects produced during the nineteenth century makes it a period of collectibles.
**TRUE VICTORIAN LIVING**

Four fascinating catalogs... filled with small indulgences, practical fantasies, and historical accoutrements to enhance your wedding, your home, your garden, and your life.

**GENERAL CATALOG**
$3.00 ppd. Corsets, bonnets, hoopskirts, hats, fans & snoods, paper dolls, kitchenware, cookbooks, toys & more!

**PATTERN CATALOG**
$7.00 ppd. Over 1000 patterns available for Victorian & Edwardian clothing, plus Medieval, Civil War, Military, 1920's, 30's & 40's... and more!

**SHOES & BOOTS CATALOG**
$5.00 ppd. Victorian, Edwardian, Medieval and Renaissance... plus more!

**FANCY WINDOW TREATMENT CATALOG**
$2.00 ppd. 53 full size sewing patterns with a total of 120 styles.

AMAZON DRYGOODS, DEPT. OHI
MAIL ORDER ONLY
2218 East 11th St., Davenport, IA 52803
Phone 1-800-798-7979 • Fax 319-322-4003
— CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED —

---

**CEILINGS PLUS**

The Elegance and Beauty of Yesterday for Today!

Exact replicas of the beautiful old tin ceilings are now available in durable, lightweight, high impact polymer plastic. They are easy to install, paintable and washable. Available in fire-rated materials and colors. Several patterns from which to choose. Please write or call:

Smelling's Thermo-Vac

P.O. Box 210, Blanchard, LA 71009
Office (318) 929-7398
FAX (318) 929-3923

---

**MAC'S NEW PRODUCTS FOR 1993**

**INTRODUCTORY SALE ~ BUY NOW AND SAVE**

**ALSO ORDER OUR NEW 1993 LARGE FULL COLOR CATALOG**

- SEE BELOW -

**REG. $998 SALE $795**

** THESE BEAUTIFUL PORCELAIN SINKS**

REGULAR PRICE $795.00 EA.
INTRODUCTORY SALE PRICE $495.00 EA.

**MAC the ANTIQUE PLUMBER**

6325 Elvas Ave., Dept. OHI
Sacramento, CA 95819 800-916-BATH (2284)
916-454-1507 (CA) 916-454-4150 (Fax)
Catalog $6.00 (refundable on first order)
The Classic Mailbox
"Nobody Regrets Buying the Best"

Gaines Manufacturing is proud to manufacture the finest mailboxes in the world. All of our models are constructed from aerospace grade aluminum and solid brass. Our distinctive and timeless design has been awarded with patent number D334, 272 from the United States Government. Also available as a wall mount or wall insert.

Available Colors:
- Black
- Metallic Bronze
- Maroon
- Verde
- Metallic Charcoal
- White
- Forest Green
- Almond

- SOLID BRASS
- DIE-CAST ALUMINUM
- WEIGHS 41 LBS.

We want to put our feet up at the end of the day, but reclining chairs have always seemed beyond the pale. Can a reclining chair look at home in a period interior (ca. 1790)?

James Stancil and Elizabeth Stroud Edenton, North Carolina

RECLINING CHAIRS HAVE INDEED BECOME an emblem of bad taste, but comfort is one of the most important components of luxury, and virtually every design era has its comfort furniture.

Wing chairs were common all through the eighteenth century, first used in bedrooms so that invalids could sit by the fire and keep warm. Earliest ones incorporated removable potty seats, in keeping with
WHAT DOES NEW YORK CITY offer to people who love old houses, historic districts, and atmospheric neighborhoods? A great wealth, as it turns out. The city that never sleeps, the city with so much of everything new, has a long history. And although the heated rush of progress has continuously produced newer and bigger buildings, pockets of the past survive. Among skyscrapers are charming two-storey houses, and tucked into quiet corners are streetscapes that have remained intact since the 1830s. There are historic houses in every borough. Because historic house and neighborhood tours are enjoyable only in manageable portions, we have concentrated this visit on one part of Manhattan.

GREENWICH VILLAGE, once the single glittering capital of American bohemia, is one of the best places to explore architecture that tells a lot about New York, and about how the city grew economically and socially.

Greenwich Village occupies the widest bulge of Manhattan Island, the area north of HUDSON STREET and south of UNION SQUARE. It is uncluttered by high-rises, providing its residents with rare amounts of sunshine and views of the sky.
That contact with nature recalls the Village's origins. A sodden marsh-land when first settled in the 1600s by Dutch and English settlers, it became a rural refuge after those energetic early residents drained and planted the land. By the mid-18th century, Greenwich was home to large estates. After the Revolutionary War, many of these were subdivided and parcelled out to yeoman farmers. By this time the BATTERY, two miles south, was already intensely urban. In 1822, a yellow fever epidemic sent about sixty thousand panicked New Yorkers swarming into the airy refuge of the Village and, although most left when the disease retreated, some stayed. Within a few decades, the local population had quadrupled and the small farms were replaced by row houses.

In 1811, ambitious city fathers blueprinted a lockstep grid for the whole of Manhattan. The independent-minded residents of Greenwich vigorously protested; they wanted their rural hamlet to remain a place apart, left to evolve in its own way. They won the fight and to this day the area is distinguished by its web of crooked streets, many crowded with two-and three-storey row houses seventeen decades old. Others are lined with charming cafes and bistros, many of them famous sites of past bohemian activity.

The one area that saw little development during all this 18th and 19th century growth was the swampy plot that became WASHINGTON SQUARE. In 1780 the city bought eight acres from a private estate as a site for a public gallows and potters' field. An elm that still stands at the northwest corner of the square was the hanging tree until 1819, and some twenty thousand corpses were interred there before 1826, when the field became the National Guard parade ground. In 1830 the plot was turned into the beginnings of the park seen today. The famous memorial arch, designed by Stanford White, was erected in 1892. Stanford White also designed the richly ornamented JUDSON MEMORIAL CHURCH, TOWER AND HALL, which anchor WASHINGTON SQUARE SOUTH. WASHINGTON SQUARE NORTH is home to a row of handsome Greek Revival houses built in the 1830s. Known as the "Row," they belong to New York University and house administrative offices, but the brick exteriors, with their tall windows, remain unchanged. Henry
James set his novel Washington Square at Number 19, where his grandmother lived. His description of her parlor is famous for its evocation of patrician city life.

Just north of Washington Square, at 47 Fifth Avenue, is the Irad Hawley House, now the SALMA-GUNDI CLUB. The oldest artists' club in the nation, it has occupied the Hawley residence since 1917. Originally built in 1853 for the president of the Pennsylvania Coal Company, this is the last survivor of the mansions that once lined lower Fifth Avenue.

The oldest and most picturesque part of Greenwich Village begins west of Sixth Avenue. In the WEST VILLAGE, the graceful façades of Federal houses retain their fanlights and side columns. Another Federal survivor is the simple ST. LUKE'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH on HUDSON STREET, built in 1822. GROVE STREET has tiny two-storey houses dating to the 1820s, and at its terminus at Hudson Street, a cul-de-sac formerly named MIXED ALE ALLEY because it housed laborers at the local breweries is now an exclusive and quiet 19th-century enclave known as GROVE COURT. The JONES STREET HOUSES, numbers 26, 28, and 30, are virtually intact Greek Revival row houses which typify vernacular urban residential design of the 1840s. Of special note are the original stoops, wrought-iron railings, temple-like entrances, and dentiled cornices.

Another relic of the Greek Revival is LA GRANGE TERRACE, at numbers 428, 430, 432, and 434 LAFAYETTE STREET. Also known as COLONNADE ROW, these four houses survive from a row of nine marble-fronted residences that, at the time of their completion in about 1833, were among the grandest dwellings in New York. Originally occupied...
FACTORY DIRECT VICTORIAN FURNITURE

Shop with us at Heirloom Reproductions for the finest, most authentic, Victorian furnishings. Choose from a vast selection of Victorian pieces, all hand-carved in solid mahogany! Our 150-page catalog offers everything needed to make your home a Victorian treasure—sofas, chairs, marble-top tables, bedrooms, dining rooms, hall trees, curios, lamps, wardrobes, clocks and entertainment centers plus hundreds of fabrics and custom finishes!

For more information, call toll-free: 1-800-288-1513

MasterCard / VISA Accepted

Or send $3 for Catalog to:

HEIRLOOM REPRODUCTIONS, 1854 West 5th Street, Dept. OHI, Montgomery, AL 36106

ANTEQuE HEART PINE FLOORING

T&G Planks up to 11" wide
EXPOSED BEAMS
Dry Aged - Superb
Heart Pine Stairparts

ANTIQUE HEART CYPRESS
Custom Milling Doors
Paneling Shutters

AMERICAN HARDWOOD FLOORING

Beautiful
Unfinished or Prefinished
Naildown or Gluedown

For a Free Brochure, call:
(504) 567-1155
www.albanywoodworks.com

Antique oil and acrylic paint carefully selected by curators for the careful restoration of historic architecture.

And... 17 simulated milk paint colors.

Literature at $3.00, available through:
Primrose Distributing
54445 Rose Road South Bend, IN 46628 (800) 222-3092
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

So many other historic districts and historic houses are scattered throughout the boroughs of New York City that even just a partial list can be overwhelming. But for the intrepid explorer, here is just such a partial list:

BROOKLYN is a week’s exploration all in itself, with wonderfully historic and architecturally exciting neighborhoods in BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, PARK SLOPE, and PROSPECT PARK SOUTH. Although lack of maintenance has diminished PROSPECT PARK’s attraction to visitors, it is still worth the trip. Designed by the great Frederick Law Olmsted after his brilliant plan for Central Park garnered universal acclaim, it also incorporates the curved carriage roads opening into stunning vistas that Olmsted’s best work is known for.

In fact, the designer himself thought Prospect Park the better of the two great urban parks, saying that Central Park had served as practice for the huge engineering feat that was Prospect Park. The splendid structures in the park, including several bridges and The Oriental Pavilion, were designed by Calvert Vaux.

In QUEENS, HUNTER’S POINT, and in the BRONX, LONGWOOD and RIVERDALE give a sense of the past. STATEN ISLAND still has some of its historic formland.

In Manhattan, historic areas can be visited by period and style. For Georgian and Greek Revival architecture, one can go to the CHARLTON-KING—VANDAM HISTORIC DISTRICT. Devotees of the Colonial Revival will find their bliss in the MACDOUGAL-SULLIVAN GARDENS, while those who love Tudor architecture are happiest at TUDOR CITY. The Queen Anne Revival style is represented at HENDERSON PLACE, at East End Avenue and East 86th Street. RIVERSIDE DRIVE, between West 80th and 81st Streets, is home to great examples of the Romanesque Revival. And one of New York’s great historic architectural firms, McKim, Mead, and White, is represented at its Italianate-inspired best in the ST. NICHOLAS HISTORIC DISTRICT.

There is more—a great deal more—but these are a beginning. With a pair of walking shoes and a lot of time, you can get started on the kind of long, visually stimulating walks that are only possible in a great city. Because, after all, the countryside doesn’t have so many intimate bistros where the footsore explorer may rest and imbibe.

by the city’s most fashionable families, the houses began to deteriorate after the Civil War as the wealthy moved out of this neighborhood. The row now contains apartments, restaurants, and small theaters.

Many visitors who come to Greenwich Village today look for signs of the famous bohemian life that flourished here during the first decades of this century. Its beginnings go back to the 1850s, when poet Walt Whitman crossed over to Manhattan on the Brooklyn ferry to spend his evenings at Pfaff’s, a basement beer hall on lower Broadway. He mixed with what his biographer Paul Zweig described as a “ragtag crowd of artists, actors, and literary people, as well as free lovers, radicals, and vegetarians.”

It was this kind of “ragtag crowd” that Greenwich Village became famous for during its heyday, when revolutionary John Reed was a regular at socialite Mabel Dodge’s salon at 23 FIFTH AVENUE, along with Walter Lippman, Theodore Draper, John Sloan, and most other figures on the American cutting edge. Masses, the lively magazine founded in 1913, was the voice of these modernists. When it denounced America’s entry into World War I, Masses was officially suppressed and four of its editors stood trial for what was euphemistically referred to as unpatriotism. The term “Greenwich Village radical” entered the American idiom at this time, along with “Greenwich Village artist.” The terms were as often uttered in scorn as in praise. By the 1920s, poet and critic Malcolm Crowley said that Greenwich Village had become “not only a place, a mood, a way of life, but also a doctrine ... a system of ideas.” In the 1920s poet Hart Crane lived at 45 GROVE STREET, c.e. cummings lived on PATCHIN PLACE, and Edna St. Vin-
With our Emperor Clock, we bring you a piece of history in every hand-crafted, hand-painted, hand-assembled clock. Each clock is a unique piece of art, made to order, with special-size accommodations for your own space. (No mass production. The way furniture used to be made.) Each piece made with all the care, as their ancestors were. ALL WOOD CONSTRUCTION

European Pine selections. Hand waxed finish.

Wonderful Pine Primitives with 10 step distressed paint finishes.

With our Sourcebook, you will periodically receive sheets of new items to add to your portfolio. You will also be informed of sheets to delete. Send by post $10.00 (discount coupon included) to The Workshops of Butler & Butler P.O. Box 92 Eaton, CO 80615

EMPEROR CLOCK
Factory Direct Prices

- Do-It-Yourself Kits
- Finished Clocks
- Wall & Mantel Clocks
- German Movements
- Furniture Kits
- Interest Free Layaways

World's Largest Grandfather Clock Kit Manufacturer
Emperor Clock, L.L.C.
Department 6301
328 S. Greeno Road
Fairhope, AL 36532
334-928-2316
Visit our web site http://www.emperorclock.com

LOOK!!!
Finally a reasonably priced alternative for "real" people who want quality & style with "real" budgets. Each piece of our furniture is made to order, with special-size accommodations to fit your own space. (No mass production. The way furniture used to be made.) Each piece made with all the care, as their ancestors were. ALL WOOD CONSTRUCTION

Craftsman Furniture in the spirit of Stickley & Roycroft with many unique items. All with hand rubbed finishes. Also simple arts & crafts, oak & glass lamps, hall mirrors & picture frames.

QUALITY AND VALUE, SINCE 1931

METAL

OAK

VICTORIAN

All kits available in any floor-to-floor height and BOCA/UBC code models. Made in the U.S.A.

Call for the FREE 32 page color catalog:
1-800-523-7427 Ext. HJN117
or visit our Web Site at http://www.ironshop.com

Showroom/Warehouse Locations:
Brookfield, PA (814) 844-2700
Houma, TX (713) 789-0648
Ontario, CA (909) 605-1000
Chicago, IL (312) 952-9010
Sarasota, FL (941) 923-1479
Stamford, CT (203) 325-4466

The Leading Manufacturer of Spiral Stair Kits™

T HE I R ON S H OP

CLASSIC VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE IN FULL COLOR

VICTORIAN HOUSE DESIGNS IN AUTHENTIC FULL COLOR

75 Plates from the Scientific American—Architects and Builders Edition, 1885—1894
Edited by Blanche Cirkcr

Exceptionally handsome, detailed plates from a rare collection of architectural designs depicting Victorian-era city dwellings, suburban and country homes, charming "cottages" and other structures—all shown in superb perspective views and with floor plans (including measurements). A must for Victorian architecture buffs! 80pp, 9½ x 12½.

Also Available


26184-4 Pa. $26.95

AMERICAN VICTORIAN COTTAGE HOMES, Palliser, Palliser & Co. 112pp. 9½ x 12½.

26506-4 Pa. $8.95


25868-3 Pa. $9.95

THE ARCHITECTURE OF COUNTRY HOUSES, Andrew J. Downing. 350 illustrations. 484pp. of text. 5½ x 9¼.

22094-6 Pa. $12.95

TO ORDER: List title, author and code number. Add $4.00 for postage and handling (any number of books). N.Y. residents add sales tax. Unconditional guarantee.

SEND TO: DOVER PUBLICATIONS, Dept. OHH, 31 E. 2nd St., Mineola, NY 11501

FREE CATALOG—Over 100 books on Victorian architecture, interior design, period style. Write for your free Dover Architecture Catalog (58276-0) today.
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H@MEFIRES
A complete selection of London's finest gas-fueled firebaskets. Handmade of solid brass, cast iron or polished steel. Available with gas coals or gas logs. Designed to be the most realistic in the world—from the U.S.A.'s exclusive distributor of Real Flame® products. Call 1-800-749-4049 for more information and ask your free catalog.

P.O. Box 11313 • Charlotte, NC 28220
704-376-8747 • Fax: 704-376-0289

The Number One Choice of Number Ten Downing.

cent Millay burned her candle at both ends on BEDFORD STREET. Her nine-and-a-half foot wide house was the narrowest in all the Village, but there was room enough for her glamorous romanticism.

The radicalism of those heady years died out, to be replaced by jazz. The Village was where saxophonist Charlie Parker first played his electrifying improvisations to sellout white crowds. Cafe Society, New York's first integrated music club, opened at One Sheridan Square in 1938. Lena Horne sang there, as did Billie Holiday. It closed in 1950, but its spirit lived on, and when a young musician from Minnesota came to Greenwich Village in the early 1960s, he found a home. Bob Dylan's new sound flourished at Village folk music clubs.

The counterculture of the '60s was thought new and radical by its members, but for Greenwich Village it was just the latest in a long parade of those who march to the beat of different drummers. For those who find the grid of Manhattan too straight, too narrow, and altogether too confining, Greenwich Village continues to provide a view of the sky.

LEFT: The White Horse Tavern at Hudson and 11th Streets was founded in 1880 and is one Greenwich Village's more famous watering holes.

ABOVE: Inside the tavern, a plaque is mounted above Dylan Thomas's booth.
WEB
WILSON'S ANTIQUE HARDWARE AUCTIONS

Auctions of Collector Quality, Vintage Builders Hardware Every June & November

Send 12.50 for full color catalog to:
P.O. Box 506, Portsmouth, RI 02871
800 508-0022 / FAX 401 683-1644

Also available: Prior auction catalogs with prices realized

Shades of Antique
Dept. 33, PO Box 1507, Medford, OR 97501

128 Styles $20-$155 Phone (541) 226-9737
We can recover your frame. Catalog $4.

CAST IRON DUAL TUB
AUTHENTIC PERIOD DETAIL

Look to Renovator's Supply for period reproduction fixtures, lighting, and hardware--plus page after page of unique home remodeling and decorating ideas. Choose from over 2000 items, many from our own forge and foundry. Call for your free catalog.
First quality-lowest prices-guaranteed!

FREE CATALOG
1-800-659-0203
Ask For Dept. 2471

SCHWERD'S
Quality Wood Columns since 1860

A.F. Schwerd Manufacturing Co. has been producing wood columns and pilasters for over 135 years. The wood is thoroughly seasoned pine for exterior use; additional lumber species available for interior. Production begins with a minimum 2" shaft wall thickness using solid piece lumber (no finger joints) resulting in a quality, durable column. Columns are available in diameters from 4" to 50" and in the length required for your specific installation up to 35'. To assist in your restoration projects, we can manufacture columns to match your existing design. Capitals, shafts, bases and plinths can be purchased separately.

#130 ATTIC BASE
Our ornamental capitals are made of a hard, durable composition suitable to withstand the elements. Additional styles are available.

No. 140 Scalloped
No. 150 Roman Corinthian
No. 142 Greek Ionic

Call or write for our free catalog
A.F. SCHWERD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3215 McClure Avenue, Dept. OHI, Pittsburgh, PA 15212
Telephone: (412) 766-6322 • Fax: (412) 766-2262

THE OLD-FASHIONED MILK PAINT COMPANY
Upfront Colonial and Shaker Finish
The original—Nothing else even comes close!
IN POWDER FORM... JUST ADD WATER AND MIX
Sixteen deep, rich colors
environmentally safe... non-toxic... odor free
easy to use... longwearing... won't fade
The Old-Fashioned Milk Paint Company, Inc.
Dept'K. Box 222 Groton, MA 01450
Tel. (978) 448-6336 FAX (978) 448-2754

RENOVATOR'S
P.O. 2515, Dept. 2471, Conway, NH 03818-2515
Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Telephone

Gable Trim
Fretwork
Brackets
Corbels
1979

Box 1081-Ohio, Hillsboro, TX 76645
800/669-2181
Illustrated Catalog Available FREE
Restored Antique Lighting

A premier collection of Victorian chandeliers, wall sconces and other lighting from 1850 to 1930.

Send $4.00 for our unique catalog showing a fine selection from our current inventory. Our lighting fixtures are not reproductions.

GASLIGHT TIME
5 Plaza Street, Dept. OHWIN97
Brooklyn, New York 11217
Phone: (718) 789-7185 Fax: (718) 789-6185

UNITED CRAFTS
TRADITIONAL HANDCRAFTED STONEWARE
BRONZE CASTINGS AND TEXTILES

WEB SITE:
WWW.UICRAFTS.COM
TEL. 203-869-4898
127 WEST PUTNAM AVE., GREENWICH CT 06830

FOR A UNITED CRAFTS PORTFOLIO, PLEASE SEND $10 VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Authentic William Morris Carpet Designs by Mail
Woven in 100% wool

The Connacht Carpet:
3' x 5'6" $170
5' x 8'6" $415
7' x 9'9" $790
8' x 11'6" $850

For a color catalog of 11 designs and future updates, please send $5. Or visit us on the Web at www.cottageinteriors.com

ARTS & CRAFTS CARPETS by Malcolm Haslam is now available from Cottage Interiors for $85 plus S&H (reg. $95). Most authentic Arts & Crafts carpet designs currently in production are from this book.

Cottage Interiors
396 Main St., Bar Harbor, ME 04609
207-288-5614 fax: 207-288-5421

DISCOVER AMERICA'S PROUD PAST
The heart of the home
Antique Heating Stoves Gas AND Wood Ranges

The antique stove has proven itself superior in efficiency, craftsmanship, and quality. Proprietor Stove Black Richardson has a hand-picked collection of these timeless beauties and all have been restored to their original elegance and charm. Stove Black will personally help you find the perfect antique wonder to grace your homes' special room. Call for more information.

GOOD TIMES
STOVE CO.
413-268-3677 Fax 413-268-2284 stoveblack@goodtimesstove.com http://www.goodtimesstove.com

Distributors of the Authentic Victorian Reproductions

VICTORIAN FAMOUS BRILLION COLLECTION
1850 • RESTORATION WALLPAPER • 1915
COLLECTIBLES, LTD.

Victorian Collectibles Ltd. • 845 E. Glenbrook Rd. • Milwaukee, WI 53217
Phone (414) 352-6971 FAX (414) 352-7290 • 1 800/783-3829

Antique Wide Plank Flooring
Heart Pine • Eastern White Pine • Red Pine Chestnut • Oak

New Plank Flooring
Ash, Maple, Oak, Cherry, Eastern White Pine

Antique & Reproduction Beams & Timber Frames
Hand-Hewn, Rough Sawn & Planed Surfaces
Mortise & Tenon, Dovetail Joinery

ARCHITECTURAL TIMBER & MILLWORK
49 Mt. Warner Rd., P.O. Box 719, Hadley, MA 01035 (413) 586-3045 FAX (413) 586-3046
The Aquetong Chandelier

Eight gracefully curved arms on this chandelier provide elegant lighting in any home. The arms are of two lengths to create a two-tier effect. The wires are cleverly concealed in hollow tubing in both arms and center. A specially designed canopy is included to complete this traditional design.

Approx. 29"W x 26"H $375.00 (plus S&H)

• Museum Quality Hardware CRAFTED BY J.G. BECK
• Traditional Wrought Iron Designs

Send $6.00 for our full line catalog.

IRON APPLE FORGE
Routes 263 & 413
P.O. Box 724
Buckingham, PA 18912
PHONE/FAX (215) 794-7351

Affordable Antique Bath and More

• Clawfoot Tubs
• Pedestal Sinks
• Shower Rings
• Tub Faucets
• Original Antiques
• Sink Faucets
• Toilets
• Towel Bars
• Glass Knobs

bathandmore.com

PO Box 444
San Andreas CA 888-303-BATH
(209)754-1797
Fax:(209)754-4950

Notting Hill
Decorative Hardware

The Beauty is in the Details

Free literature P.O. Box 1376
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
414-248-8890 - www.nottinghill-usa.com

Decorative Metal Ceilings
Original turn-of-the-century patterns

Using eighty year old dies, the W. F. Norman Corporation is once again producing metal plates for the design of ceilings and wall coverings. Their growing popularity stems not only from nostalgia but from their beauty, permanence, fireproofing and economy.

The fullness of the Hi-Art™ line — including center plates, corner plates, border plates, cornice and filler plates — permits classic designs to be produced that are architecturally proportioned for an exact fit.

Write for reproduction copy of 72 page illustrated catalog. Price $3.

W.F. Norman Corporation
P.O. Box 323 • Nevada, Missouri 64772 • 1-800-641-4038
Fax: 417-667-2708

Architectural Details

• Guaranteed!
• Largest Supplier
• Prompt Shipping
• Interior & Exterior
• Buy Direct & Save
• Amazing Selection

MASTER REFERENCE CATALOG $4.95
224 pages! 130 usage photos in color + valuable how-to info. Full refund if not delighted!

Porch Design Book $12.95

VINTAGE WOODWORKINGS
Box R, #3299, Quinlan, TX 75474
903-356-2158 • www.vintagewoodworks.com
Find it here

The editors have compiled this section to give you more information about products and services, including order numbers and catalog prices, mentioned in this issue. Objects not listed are generally available, or are family pieces or antiques.

Furnishings pp. 13–20
p. 13 Deborah Smith's baskets range from the Shaker-style harvest basket, to office tray baskets. She also makes one-of-a-kind basket sculptures of hand-dyed, string reed with driftwood, suitable as wall hangings. Call (914) 758-037 for a copy of her brochure. • The Seraph is a resource for products for the early American home. They publish a catalog, and have three showrooms: Sturbridge, MA (508) 347-2241; Lebanon, OH (513) 932-2545; and Delaware, OH (614) 369-1817. Or call (800) XSERAPI.

p. 14 When Chelsea Textiles cuts crewel-embroidered fabric to order from a bolt, they use clinical shears. Crewel stitches alternate every other length, and the extra-sharp shears assure that only half are cut so that fabric can be worked without unravelling. Needlepoint fabric yardage is finished off with a line of stitching before sale.

pp. 16–17 Ephraim Faience Pottery is hand thrown and hand decorated. Colors are Seaspray Blue, Crystaline Purple, Leaf Green, (punched) and Satin Yellow. It is retained at Sawbridge Studios, Chicago (312) 828-0055, and Winnetka, IL (847) 441-2441.

p. 20 O'Very/Covey's line includes invitations, note cards, thank yous, blank cards, impressionist photography cards, and single floral still life cards. Call (800) 340-6063.

Profile: Artistic License pp. 22–30
At the time of publication, the roster of Artistic License members was as follows: Ian Agrell, Agrell & Thorpe Ltd., Classical Carvers; Dianne Ayres & Timothy Hansen, Arts & Crafts Period Textiles; Helen Best, Fine Wallcovering Installations; Bruce Bradley, Bradley & Bradley Art Wallpapers; Peter Bridgeman, Fine Wallcovering Installations; Bob Buckter, Color Consultant; Riley Doty, Doty Tile (ceramic tile setting): Allen Drage, Reflection Studios (leaded glass); Paul Dachsbacher, Interior Designer/Historian; Robert Dufort, Magic Brush, Inc. (painting, finishes, and wood refinishing); William Eichenberger, Furniture Maker (period, Modern, Shoji, and cabinetry); Skeeter Jones, Clearheart (fine design and building); Lorna Kollmeyer, Ornamental Plaster (sculpture, restoration, moldmaking); Erik Kramvik, Erik Kramvik Design (interior design); Bruce Nelson, Local Color Painting, Inc. (painting restoration); Ruby Newman (fine painted finishes and restorative services); Gail Redman (fine wood turning); Stephen Ryerson, Ryerson-O'Brien Architecture; Paul & Nina Winans, Winans Construction, Inc.; Scott Wynn (fine furniture and interior woodworking); George Zaffe, Fine Decorative Painting (graining, stenciling, trompe l'oeil); Debye Zito, Debye Zito Fine Furniture Making. • Contact members through Artistic License's P. O. Box 881841, San Francisco, CA 94188; (415) 675-9996. • An East-Coast guild is the New England Artists' Guild. Call John Burrows, (800) 347-1795.

Brownstone Aesthetic pp. 36–41
p. 37 Wallpaper: Bradbury & Bradbury Art Wallpapers, Anglo-Japanese roomset, P.O. 155, Bencia, NY 12412; (718) 746-1900. p. 38 Wallpaper: Bradbury & Bradbury (see above) • Wallpaper in hall (not shown) by J. R. Burrows & Co., P.O. Box 532, Rockland, MA 02370; (800) 347-1795. p. 40 Wallpaper: Willow Bough from "In the Morris Tradition," Bradbury & Bradbury (see above). p. 41 Kitchen lighting by Roy Electric, 22 Elm St., Westfield, NJ 07090; (800) 366-3347. • Kitchen construction by owner.

Old Things Only pp. 42–47
p. 42 Ironwork by Russell Pope, Newmarket, NH (603) 859-2595. • Carving on beams: Ron Raisels, (207) 339-0380. p. 44 Reproduction furniture by Alan Breed, York, ME (207) 384-3918. • Dining room draperies by Nancy Cook, North Berwick, ME (207) 608-1663. p. 45 Panelling and window woodwork in dining room: Stuart Worthington, York, ME (207) 383-5846. p. 46 Front staircase, turnings, railings, finial by Alan Breed, see above. • Living room and bedroom mouldings are by Jack Kane, Portsmouth, NH (603) 436-9310.

Copshoholm pp. 50–55
Copshoholm is one of the museums in the Northern Indiana Center for History, located at 808 West Washington, South Bend, IN. Telephone: (219) 235-9664. Copshoholm is open to the public Tuesday through Sunday, and closed on major holidays.

Arts & Crafts Gardens pp. 68–75
Judith Tankard has written a number of books on historic garden design, among them Gertrude Jekyll: A Vision of Garden and Wood, and The Gardens of Ellen Biddle Shipman. She is working on a book about Arts & Crafts Gardens. To the Trade pp. 76–80
p. 77 Screen covered with "Pergamone Stripe", Silk Gallery • Plate and vase by Ornamenta. • Lavender and gold diamond-patterned fabric: Faberge Silk "Sovereign." • Gold damask is a hand-woven 1772 document fabric, "Harwood," by The Humphries Weaving Company. • The full-sized portrait by an unknown artist is of Mrs. Cushing, a member of a late 19th-century Rhode Island textile mill family. • Carpets are hand-woven Brussels and Wilton from The Newbury Company. • Red and gold fabric is a Pugin design for the House of Lords, 1842, hand-woven to order from the Humphries Weaving Company. All are available at: Classic Revivals, Inc., 1 Design Center Place, Suite 154, Boston, MA 02210 (617) 574-9030. • Caroline Stride is available at (908) 283-3255.

Before and After: Wrightful Way pp. 84–86
p. 84 "Portrait Little" toilet by Kohler (414) 457-4441. • Lighting fixture: Victorian Lighting Works, Centre Hall, PA (814) 664-9177. • Stencil: "Firebox" by Tolver and Shepette, 3524 Main Street, Conaosta, PA (412) 872-2126. • Bathtub: "Ardenne" by Porcher (803) 38-1756. • Barbara Marseille lives and works in West Townsend, WA (360) 385-4267. • Craftsman John Hammond of Ellsworth, IL, installed headboard and more. He can be reached at (630) 832-9391.

Romantic Mission pp. 88–90
Elmo Baca mentions the following craftspeople as especially pertinent: Arroyo Designs (Mission and Craftsman furniture). 224 North 4th Ave., Tucson, AZ 85703; (520) 844-1012. • Berkeley Mills Studio (Oriental and Western Craftsman furniture), 1714 Paseo de Peralta, Santa Fe, NM 87501; (505) 982-4584. • Warren Hile Studio (Southwest mission/Craftsman furniture) 89 East Montecito Avenue, Sierra Madre, CA 91024; (818) 335-4385. • Randolph Laub Studio (Southwestern Craftsman furniture) 310 Johnson Street, Santa Fe, NM 87501; (505) 984-0801.

Decorating Answers pp. 92–94
A resource for the collector is Cherished Objects: Living with & Collecting Victorians by Allison Kyle Leopold.

History Travel pp. 96–102
Two books especially helpful for the visitor exploring New York City's historic sites: Guide to New York City Landmarks by the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission, and Old Greenwich Village, An Architectural Portrait by Steve Gross and Susan Daley, introduction by Sam Tanenhaus.
Enrich Your Home With Quality Grilles & Registers

Call (978) 772-3493
The Reggio Register Co.
Dept. D712, P.O. Box 511
Ayer, MA 01432

Electric Fans from the 1890s to 1990s
SALES • RESTORATIONS • PARTS • RENTALS
THE FAN MAN • 1914 ABBRENS PARKWAY • DALLAS, TX. 75214 • (214)826-7700
SEND $2 FOR BROCHURE

Elegance You Can Afford
FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY
Direct from King's, the Designers and Makers.
$4.00 for illustrated catalog (1st class mail)
of our all-crystal chandeliers; our genuine
SWAROVSKY STRASS; our handsome, hand-polished
brass and crystal (wired) Victorian gas reproductions.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
See us on the internet @ http://www.chandeliers.com/
KING's CHANDELIER COMPANY
910-623-6188
PO Box 667 Dept OHIW97, Eden NC 27289

Were they using plastic shower curtains when your house was built?
Don't think so. Be authentic and environmentally correct
with our tightly woven 100% cotton duck shower curtain.
It keeps water in the tub (no liner necessary!) and it's
machine washable.
Specify white or natural color; brass or nickel grommets.

Sale
Price $34.95
Regular Price $38.75
Expires Dec. 31, 1997
To use VISA/MC/DISCOVER, call (800)323-2811
Or send your check to:
Atlantic earthworks
21 Winters Lane-Catonsville, Maryland 21228

Authentic Roycroft Renaissance Mirror
Hand-crafted by Roycroft Renaissance Master Artisans.
Quarter-sawn oak stained in dark Roycroft Brown. 'Be Yourself' motto & Roycroft Renaissance Mark carved in frame.
$195.00 (Plus Shipping & Handling).
Call for Color Palette (free) of our complete collection of Roycroft Renaissance works.

The Hammersmith Collection
P.O. Box 317, Buffalo, NY 14213
800-884-5930
Please send calendar listing of lectures, workshops, exhibits, and other events of interest to: Calendar, Old House Interiors, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930.

California

Delaware

District of Columbia

Illinois

Iowa
Amana Colonies. (800) 245-5465. December 6-7: Prelude to Christmas.

Massachusetts

New Hampshire
Sandwich Historical Society, Center Sandwich. (603) 284-6915. December 6, 7: Christmas at the Elisha Marston House

New York

North Carolina

Ohio
Zoar Village State Memorial. (330) 874-4336. December 6-7: Christmas at Zoar

Pennsylvania
Rose Valley Borough 75th Anniversary. (610) 891-0730. February 18: The Ecology and History of Ridley Creek.

Texas
Old City Park, Dallas. (214) 421-5141. December 5, 7: Christmas at Old City Park

Virginia

Wisconsin
Rock County Historical Society, Janesville. (608) 756-4509. November 1-January: Mother Goose, the Exhibit. November 20-December 31: 'Twas the Night Before Christmas
Family Heir-Loom Weavers

Some of the most famous homes in America and abroad share a common thread. William Morris's Kelmscott Manor in England, Andrew Jackson's Hermitage, and the residence of Abraham Lincoln - just to name a few - are graced by our two-ply reversible ingrain carpets.

We offer 15 documented patterns from the late 18th to the early 20th century. Nowhere else in this country will you find such fine quality historical reproductions.

Send $4.00 (PA residents add 6% sales tax) for a color brochure to:

Family Heir-Loom Weavers
775 Meadowview Drive, Red Lion, PA 17356
(717) 246-2431 Dept. OHI

EXQUISITE CURTAIN LACE

“Victoria” Ring Lace—Heavy-quality European lace with rings attached for instant window treatment. Available in white or ecru. Machine washable.

12” long .... $21.90 per yard
16” long .... $26.90 per yard
22” long .... $42.90 per yard

To estimate yardage, figure 1 1/2 to 2 times the width of the window. Add $4.50 shipping. Send $4.50 for a catalog of product line. MC/VISA/DISC.

Especially Lace
202 Sth St., Dept. OHI, West Des Moines, IA 50265
515-277-8778

THE ORIGINAL TIN CEILINGS AND WALLS

☑ 26 Patterns lay-in & nail-up 2'x8'; 2'x4'; 2'x2'
☑ Brass, Copper, Chrome-plated
☑ Steel and Pre-painted white
☑ Stainless steel for backsplashes
☑ 13 Cornice styles ☑ Pre-cut miters
☑ Send $1 for brochure
☑ Call for technical assistance

aa-abbingdon affiliates inc.
2149-51 Utica Avenue, Dept.OHI-W, Brooklyn, New York 11234
718-258-8333
Fax: 718-338-2739

WIDE Flooring
Paneling • Wainscoting

PINE to 32" wide
OAK to 18" wide

Kiln dried to 6%-8% Milled to your specifications

Send $2.00 for informative literature and grading photos to:

Craftsman Lumber Company, Inc.
Box 222, 436 Main St. Groton, MA 01450
or phone us at (978) 448-5621 Fax (978) 448-2754

Visit our web site at: www.craftsmannumber.com

Satisfying Architects, Builders and Homeowners nationwide since 1974

BEST QUALITY      BEST SERVICE      BEST PRICES

Minton Hollins
Fine English Tilemakers since 1843

AN EXCLUSIVE COLLECTION OF CERAMIC TILES

☑ Hand decorated 1, 2 and 5 tile designs.
☑ Coordinating plain colors, profiled capping edge trims and mouldings.
☑ Authentic Victorian, Art Nouveau and Art Deco designs.
☑ Complementary Geometric and Encaustic floor and hearth tiles.

Color brochures available for:
Mintag wall/fireplace tiles
Unglazed Geometric/Encaustic floor and hearth tiles.

HAR JOHNSON Dept. OHI
P.O. Box 2335 • Farmingdale, NJ 07727
Tel: 908/280-7900 • Fax: 908/280-7902

ARTS & CRAFTS LIGHTING

HAND HAMMERED COPPER & FICA TABLE LAMPS
FLOOR LAMPS, SCOPICES, & CHANDELIERS

V. MICHAEL ASHFORD
6945 ALPINE DR. SW
OLYMPIA, WA 98512
360.352-0694

$1 COLOR BROCHURE
Building Components
107. Exterior Stone — Manufacturers of state of the art pellet & gas stoves with an old time 'Parlour, Pot Belly' look. Hand-crafted heaters are meticulously made to the highest quality standards, and surpass all EPA clean air standards. Free Literature. Theolin Co., Inc.
212. Extra-Wide Boards — Pine boards for flooring or paneling, rough, pattern, grade and millwork. Literature, $3.25. Craftsmen Lumber.
806. Antique Stoves — We deal in wood, gas & coal Kitchen & Heating ranges. Our specialty is from circa 1790-1930's. We sell restored stoves for all rooms of your home. Free literature. Good Time Stove Co.

Decorative Materials
42. County Curtains — Over 100 curtain styles and fabrics to choose from, including lots of lace! More lengths and widths than you'll find almost anywhere, all ready-made & conveniently available. Free 68 page color catalog. Country Curtains.
78. Lace Curtains — Create a gossamer window treatment instantly with our exclusive heavy quality European lace with rings. Readie wide valances, swags & tiers in fine gauge lace. Free brochure. Especially Lace.
84. Hand-hammered Copper — Hand-crafted copper, over 200 items: vases, bowls, boxes, trays, plaques, bookends, picture frames. Natural patina, verdigris, craftsman brown. Illustrated catalog. $0.25, applied toward purchase. Susan Herbert Imports.

Furnishings
86. Authentic William Morris Carpet Designs by Mail — Hand or machine woven 100% wool carpets in beautiful colors. Turns your home into a work of art! $5.25 catalog. Cottage Interiors.

Clock and Furniture Kits — We offer hobbies, woodworkers and clockmakers a large selection of grand father clock kits designed for craftspersons of all skill levels. Literature. $1.25. Emperor Clock L.L.C.
106. "Exceptional" Quality Furniture, Prices for "Real" People — Craftsman Furniture hand rubbed finishes, lamps, mirrors, built with all the quality & care as their ancestors. Also fine primitives with 10 step distressed finish. Furniture & Furnishing Designs, Free complete portfolio. The workshops of Butler & Butler.
221. Antique Fans — Restoring and selling of antique fans and parts. Offering a large changing inventory. Detailed brochure, $2.50. The Fan Man.
529. On-Canvas Replicas — Recreating the colors, details, and textures of original paintings. Elegant framed portraits, impressionsists, landscapes, and more. 92-page color catalog, $5.25. The Masters' Collection.
610. Victorian Roomsets — In the tradition of 1850 cast-iron cookstoves with the convenience of the 1950's. Gas or electric, full-size, self-cleaning ovens. Literature, $5.25 Elmira Stove Works.
884. Carpets — Offers Turkish kilims and carpets.
Authentic Colonial Woodworking

Windows, Doors and Entryways
Old Glass, Moldings
Raised Panel Walls

Brochure $2.25

Maurer & Shepherd
Joiners Inc.

122 Naubuc Avenue
Glastonbury, CT 06033
(203) 633-2383

The Finest in Victorian,
Turn-of-Century and
Arts & Crafts Lighting

Request our 32-page catalog

ROY ELECTRIC CO., INC.
22 Elm Street, Westfield NJ 07090
(908) 317-4665 FAX (908) 317-4629

Visit our Showroom
Call 800-366-3347
www.westfieldnj.com/roy
email:roy@westfieldnj.com

Arts & Crafts
Period Textiles
by Dianne Ayres

Hand-printed curtain fabric
"Echos Rose" 36" wide,
$25 per yard. Also shown,
Ginkgo Pillow, stenciled &
hand embroided, kit $45,
completed $145.

For a color catalog of pillows, table
linens, curtains, bedspreads,
yardage, and embroidery kits
Or call for a free brochure.

5427 Telegraph Avenue, #W2
Oakland, California 94609
(510) 654-1645
Lehman’s Non-Electric Catalog contains over 2,500 items you haven’t seen since visiting Grandma’s homestead. Fall in love with our hand-cranked apple peelers, oil lamps, cookstoves, butter churns, hand tools and gas refrigerators. Reminisce over the pickle kegs, copper kettles, hand pumps, handmade soap and grain mills. Marvel at one of North America’s largest selections of wood cookstoves. Over 2,500 items!

Send me your catalog. I am mailing S3 to: Lehman, Dept. S-BP, Box 4, Kidron, OH 44646

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
State: __________________ Zip: __________

Ohio residents add 5.75 sales tax.

California Arts & Crafts Tiles ■ Art Deco Tiles
Custom Ceramic Tiles ■ Murals
Historic Reproductions ■ Traditional Patterns
Coordinated borders ■ Quadrants ■ Corner blocks

Victorian Pearl Tile ■ Victorian Scroll Sawn Tile
Victorian Rose Tile ■ Victorian Shell Tile

Country Tiles ■ Custom Murals ■ Folk Tiles

 designs in tile

Box 358 • Dept I • Mit Shasta CA 96067
530/926-2629 Color Brochure $3.
www.designsinittle.com

Where can you find pre-electric lighting for every room in your house?

Lehman’s Non-Electric Catalog contains over 2,500 items you haven’t seen since visiting Grandma’s homestead. Fall in love with our hand-cranked apple peelers, oil lamps, cookstoves, butter churns, hand tools and gas refrigerators. Reminisce over the pickle kegs, copper kettles, hand pumps, handmade soap and grain mills. Marvel at one of North America’s largest selections of wood cookstoves. Over 2,500 items!

Send me your catalog. I am mailing S3 to: Lehman, Dept. S-BP, Box 4, Kidron, OH 44656

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
State: __________________ Zip: __________

Ohio residents add 5.75 sales tax.

California Arts & Crafts Tiles ■ Art Deco Tiles
Custom Ceramic Tiles ■ Murals
Historic Reproductions ■ Traditional Patterns
Coordinated borders ■ Quadrants ■ Corner blocks

Victorian Pearl Tile ■ Victorian Scroll Sawn Tile
Victorian Rose Tile ■ Victorian Shell Tile

Country Tiles ■ Custom Murals ■ Folk Tiles


All the names and addresses of publishers, editor, and managing editor: Publisher: William J. O’Donnell, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01900. Managing Editor: none. 10. Owner (if owned by a corporation, its name and address must be stated and also immediately thereunder the names and address of stockholders owning or holding 1 percent or more of the total amount of stocks): Gloucester Publishers, Corp., 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01900. Patricia Poore, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930. William J. O’Donnell, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01900. 11. Known bondholders, mortgagees, other security holders owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amounts of bonds, mortgage, or other securities: None. 12. Not Applicable. 13. Publication name: Old-House Interiors. 14. Issue Date for Circulation Data Below: Summer 1997. 15. Average number of copies each issue during preceding 12 months: A. Total number of copies (Net Press Run): 194,176.


Where can you find pre-electric lighting for every room in your house?

Lehman’s Non-Electric Catalog contains over 2,500 items you haven’t seen since visiting Grandma’s homestead. Fall in love with our hand-cranked apple peelers, oil lamps, cookstoves, butter churns, hand tools and gas refrigerators. Reminisce over the pickle kegs, copper kettles, hand pumps, handmade soap and grain mills. Marvel at one of North America’s largest selections of wood cookstoves. Over 2,500 items!

Send me your catalog. I am mailing S3 to: Lehman, Dept. S-BP, Box 4, Kidron, OH 44656

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
State: __________________ Zip: __________

Ohio residents add 5.75 sales tax.

California Arts & Crafts Tiles ■ Art Deco Tiles
Custom Ceramic Tiles ■ Murals
Historic Reproductions ■ Traditional Patterns
Coordinated borders ■ Quadrants ■ Corner blocks

Victorian Pearl Tile ■ Victorian Scroll Sawn Tile
Victorian Rose Tile ■ Victorian Shell Tile

Country Tiles ■ Custom Murals ■ Folk Tiles
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Lighting Fixtures


898. Rugs — Quality rug mats made with the same lush as our pioneer ancestors from all new, salvaged material, helping to save our environment. Same craftsmanship since 1897. Free brochure. Lizzy & Charlie’s Rag Rugs.


Original restored pieces include floor and table lamps, wall sconces, chandeliers, and gas burning fixtures. Catalog, $4.25. Glashutie Time Antiques.


779. Arts & Crafts Lamps — Hand-crafted copper and mica mineral lamps. Mica shade panels are the same natural materials used by the Arts and Crafts master lamp makers. New lamp catalog $6.50. Mica Lamp Co.


545. Spiral Stairs — Magnificent for Victorian settings. The beauty of cast iron, but not the weight. All components, except handrail, are solid castings of high-strength aluminum alloy. Free color brochure, The Iron Shop.


Millwork & Ornament


451. Composition Ornament — These flexible, self-bonding superior quality ornaments will not shrink or crack. Catalog, $8.25. J.P. Weaver Company.


Plumbing & Hardware

49. Renovation Hardware — Hard-to-find supplies including brass cabinet hardware, lighting, weather-vanes, pedestal sinks, old-fashioned bathtub showers, and fixtures. Free mail-order catalog, Antique Hardware Store.

110. Bathroom Fixtures — Antique and reproduction plumbing, tubs, porcelain faucets and handles, pedestal sinks, high-tank toilets, and shower enclosures. 96-page color catalog, $6.25. Mac The Antique Plumber.


397. Hard-To-Find Hardware — From the 16th century through the 1950's, using brass, iron, pewter, and crystal. Catalog includes 54 pages of informative text and 372 pages of high-quality restoration hardware, $6.75. Crown City Hardware.

538. Fixtures & Accessories — Bathroom fixtures and accessories such as door, window, and cabinet hardware. Lighting fixtures. Free catalog, Renovator's Supply.

598. Forged-Iron Hardware — A complete line of quality hardware in four unique architectural styles. Offered in 9 finishes from black iron to our new antique verdigris and rust finish. Free brochure. Acorn Manufacturing Co.


Restoration Supplies & Services


780. Books — Over 1,000 books on architecture, lighting, interiors, clothing, and cooking. General catalog, $3.25. Amazon Drygoods.

849. Memberships — We offer free admission to the museum. Also discounts on books and merchandise, access to the Research Center and opportunities to participate in programs, tours and lectures nationwide. Free literature. Frank Lloyd Wright Home & Studio.

881. Architectural Elements — One of the largest stock architectural elements including: mantels, stained and leaded windows, doors, hardware, yard and garden, maple, vintage lighting, etc. Free catalog. Architectural Antiques.

906. Idea Book — Unique 44-page color idea book features an exciting collection of column projects from Classic to Contemporary for interiors and exteriors. Includes Product Portfolio. All this for $10.00; plus $3.25 p/h. Chadsworth's 1860 Columns.

Literature Request Form

Circle the numbers of the items you want, and enclose $3 for processing. We will forward your request to the appropriate companies. They will mail the literature directly to you ... which should arrive 30 to 60 days from receipt of your request. Price of literature, if any, follows the number. Your check, including the $3 processing fee, should be made out to Old-House Interiors.
DURING THE FIRST TWO DECADES OF THIS CENTURY, THE Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus advertised, as it toured the country, John Ringling's west coast Florida real estate development. After the 1920s Florida land bust soured his plans, Ringling kept the local economy going through the Depression by transferring the vast winter headquarters of the circus from Bridgeport, Connecticut, to Sarasota, Florida.

Cà d'Zan (literally, House of John) is the winter home Ringling and his wife Mable built at the edge of Sarasota Bay. They hired famed architect Dwight James Baum to realize their dream of a Venetian villa; the restrained houses of the old-money set were not for them. The result is a fantasy that combines elements of Italian and French Renaissance, Baroque, Modern, and Venetian Gothic architecture within a modern steel framework. The house strikes exactly the note the Ringlings wanted: obvious wealth, neither forbidding nor ponderous. The terra-cotta ornamented Cà d'Zan is dramatic and playful, as befits a couple whose fortune was built by the circus.

The Ringlings enjoyed their Florida home for only three years before Mable died and John's life became sad and troubled. Today Cà d'Zan is open to the public, together with the art museum John and Mable set up next door. They are open every day except Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year's Day. Call (813) 355-5101 for visitor services.